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2.1 Tax Administration 

The Commercial Taxes Department is under the purview of Principal 

Secretary to Revenue Department. The Department is mainly responsible for 

collection of taxes and administration of AP Value Added Tax (VAT) Act, 

Central Sales Tax (CST) Act, AP Entertainment Tax Act, AP Luxury Tax Act 

and rules framed thereunder. Commissioner of Commercial Taxes (CCT) is 

the Head of Department entrusted with overall supervision and is assisted by 

Additional Commissioners, Joint Commissioners (JC), Deputy Commissioners 

(DC) and Assistant Commissioners (AC). Commercial Tax Officers (CTOs) at 

circle level are primarily responsible for tax administration and are entrusted 

with registration of dealers and collection of taxes. The DCs are controlling 

authorities with overall supervision of the circles under their jurisdiction. 

There are 13 offices of Large Tax Payer Units (LTUs) headed by ACs and 104 

Circles headed by CTOs functioning under the administrative control of DCs. 

Further, there is an Inter State Wing (IST) headed by a Joint Commissioner 

within Enforcement wing, which assists CCT in cross verification of interstate 

transactions with different States. 

2.2 Internal audit 

The Department does not have a structured Internal Audit Wing that would 

plan and conduct audit in accordance with a scheduled audit plan. Internal 

audit is organised at Divisional level under the supervision of Assistant 

Commissioner(CT). There are Large Tax Payers Units (LTUs) and circles in 

the State. Each LTU/circle is audited by audit teams consisting of five 

members headed by either CTOs or Deputy CTOs. Internal audit report is 

submitted within 15 days from the date of audit to DC (CT) concerned, who 

would supervise rectification work giving effect to findings in such report of 

internal audit. 

2.3 Results of audit 

In 2014-15, test check of the assessment files, refund records and other 

connected documents of the Commercial Taxes Department showed  

under-assessment of sales tax and other irregularities involving ��87.69 crore 

in 853 cases which fall under the following categories as given in Table - 2.1 
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Table – 2.1: Results of audit 

(��in crore) 

S1.

No. 
Categories 

No. of 

cases 
Amount 

1. Performance Audit on “Implementation of VAT 

(including IT Audit of VATIS)” 

1 27.89 

2. Allowance of Excess Input Tax 107 13.11 

3. Non-levy/Short levy of Interest and Penalty 92 4.59 

4. Short levy of tax on works contract 45 13.74 

5. Short levy of tax under CST Act 89 10.46 

6. Incorrect exemption of taxable turnover 19 2.08 

7. Short levy of tax due to application of incorrect 

rate of tax 

43 3.20 

8. Under-declaration of VAT 34 2.75 

9. Other irregularities 423 9.87 

Total 853 87.69 

During the year, Department accepted under-assessments and other 

deficiencies of ��37.42 crore in 309 cases. Of these � 32.59 crore involving  

113 cases were pointed out by Audit during the year 2014-15. An amount of  

��0.87 crore was realised in 63 cases during the year. 

“Implementation of VAT (including IT audit of VATIS)” involving  

��27.89�crore�and a few illustrative cases involving ��9.24 crore are discussed 

in the following paragraphs. 

2.4 Performance Audit on “Implementation of VAT (including 

IT audit of VATIS)” 

2.4.1 Introduction 

The Andhra Pradesh Value Added Tax Act (AP VAT Act) was introduced in 

2005 to provide for and consolidate the laws relating to levy of value added 

tax on sale or purchase of goods in the State. It replaced Andhra Pradesh 

General Sales Tax Act, 1957 (APGST Act). Rules supporting AP VAT Act, 

known as Andhra Pradesh Value Added Tax Rules (AP VAT Rules) were also 

introduced in the same year. The Commercial Taxes Department uses an IT 

system known as Value Added Tax Information System (VATIS) to aid the 

implementation of the Act in the State. 

2.4.2 Organisational setup 

Commercial Taxes Department (CTD) is under the purview of the Principal 

Secretary, Revenue Department at the Government level. At Commissionerate 

level, Commissioner of Commercial Taxes (CCT) is the head of the 

Department and is assisted by Additional Commissioners, Joint 

Commissioners (JC), Deputy Commissioners (DC) and Assistant 

Commissioners (AC). Divisional offices at field level are headed by the DCs 

and are assisted by the ACs, Commercial Tax Officers (CTO), Deputy 
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Commercial Tax Officers (DCTO) and Assistant Commercial Tax Officers 

(ACTO). 

There are 117 assessing offices functioning under the administrative control of 

the DCs consisting of 13 Large Taxpayer Units
4
 (LTUs) headed by ACs and 

104 circles headed by the CTOs. 

2.4.3 Audit Objectives 

The Performance Audit was conducted to 

• assess the adequacy of systems in place to ensure compliance with 

legal provisions relating to registration, scrutiny of records and 

cancellation of registration of the dealers; 

• assess the effectiveness of the system of assessments; and 

• evaluate adequacy of IT Policy and relevant controls. 

2.4.4 Scope, Sources of Audit Criteria and Methodology 

Performance Audit on Implementation of Value Added Tax (including IT 

Audit of VATIS) covers the period from 2011-12 to 2013-14 and was 

conducted from September 2014 to May 2015. The performance of the 

Department was benchmarked against the following audit criteria: 

� APVAT Act and Rules, 2005 

� VAT Audit Manual
5
 issued by the Government of AP and 

� Orders/notifications issued by the Government/Department from time 

to time 

� Citizen’s charter 2012 

For conducting this Performance Audit, out of the 13 LTUs and 104 circles, 

two LTUs
6
 and 13 circles

7
 were selected by simple random sampling method. 

IT audit of VATIS for the period from April 2011 to March 2014 was also 

conducted as part of the Performance Audit. Data related to selected sample 

(15 units) was extracted from the centralised data provided by the CCT and 

was analysed using IDEA software. The general controls and application 

controls were evaluated with reference to audit objectives. 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
4
 Large Taxpayer Units have under their jurisdiction 25-50 dealers of each Division 

selected on the basis of criteria like tax payments, complexity of transactions, etc. as 

decided by the CCT. 
5
 The Department revised manual during 2012. 

6
 DC(CT) Kurnool and DC(CT) Nellore, 

7
 Adoni-II, Akividu, Ananthapur-II, Bhimavaram, Chilakaluripet, Chittoor-I, Hindupur, 

Kurupam Market, Morrispet, Peddapuram, Tadepalligudem, Rajam and Vinukonda. 
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2.4.5 Acknowledgment

Audit acknowledges co-operation extended by the Department in providing 

server data, records and other necessary information. The entry conference 

was held on 2 December 2014 with the Special Commissioner (CT) and 

Departmental officers in which the Department was appraised of the scope and 

methodology of audit. An exit conference was held on 30 October 2015 in 

which the audit results and recommendations were discussed with the 

representatives of the Department and the Government. The Government was 

represented by the Special Chief Secretary while the Department was 

represented by the CCT. Responses of the Government and Department have 

been suitably incorporated in the Report. 

Audit Findings 

Adequacy of systems for compliance

CTD is responsible for ensuring that eligible dealers in the State are registered 

and are paying appropriate tax. Provisions have been made in the VAT Act, 

Rules and Manuals to protect the interests of the Government revenue as well 

as to streamline the processes. Registration of dealers provides the basis for 

controlling the VAT dealers. 

The registered dealers are mandatorily required to submit their returns and 

supporting documents. These form the basis for calculation of the tax 

liability/ITC of the dealers by CTD.  

Cancellation of registration can be done on the request of the dealer or by 

CTD if certain legal provisions have been violated by the dealer. In such 

cases, audit is to be conducted by the CTD to ensure that the Government 

revenues are protected. 

2.4.6 Non-conducting of street surveys for identifying new dealers 

Section 17 of the APVAT Act, 2005 provides that every dealer other than a 

casual dealer shall be liable to be registered in accordance with the provisions 

of the Act. It further provides that dealers having turnover more than  

� 7.5 lakh but less than � 50 lakh should get registered as ‘Turnover Tax’ 

(TOT) dealer and dealers with turnover more than � 50 lakh should invariably 

be registered as VAT dealers. With a view to identify such dealers who are 

liable to be registered and pay tax but have remained unregistered, street 

survey is an important tool. Appendix V of the VAT Audit Manual prescribes 

conducting of street surveys to identify and ensure registration of dealers. 

However, neither any procedure nor a periodicity has been prescribed. 

Audit observed that street surveys had not been conducted in any of the  

13 selected circles during the period covered under audit. In the absence of 

any such surveys CTD deprived itself of the opportunity of detecting the 

eligible unregistered dealers and bringing them under the tax net. However, 

there is no other enabling provision in this regard. The matter had earlier been 
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raised in the Report of Comptroller and Auditor General of India (Revenue 

Receipts) for the year ended 31 March 2009.  

The matter was referred to the Department (September 2014 and May 2015) 

and to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated (December 

2015) that circular instructions were issued to the Deputy Commissioners (CT) 

of all Divisions in the State to allot street survey programmes to ACTOs in the 

Circles under their jurisdiction in order to identify and register dealers who are 

to be registered as VAT/TOT dealers.  

However, copy of the circular instructions was not provided to Audit and 

during the course of audit the CTOs had stated that no street surveys were 

conducted during the period covered under audit. 

2.4.7 Absence of penal provisions resulted in non-compliance 

2.4.7.1 Non-filing of VAT 200A and VAT 200 B returns 

According to Section 13(6) of APVAT Act, Input Tax Credit (ITC) for 

transfer of taxable goods outside the State otherwise than by way of sale was 

to be allowed for the amount of tax in excess of four per cent/five per cent
8
. 

As per Section 13(5), no ITC is to be allowed if inputs are used for 

manufacture of exempt goods. As per Rule 20 of AP VAT Rules, dealers to 

whom Sections 13 (5) or (6) apply, are to file VAT 200A returns monthly and 

VAT 200B returns annually. These returns give the breakup of the transactions 

which are required for correct calculation of ITC eligibility in the case of 

interstate transfer of goods/manufacture of exempt goods. However, there was 

no provision for imposing any penalty for non-submission of these returns. 

During the course of audit, in 12 circles
9
 it was noticed (December 2014 to 

May 2015), from VATIS data analysis that in 9,450 cases dealers had effected 

transfers of taxable goods to their branches outside the State, sold exempt 

goods within the State and claimed ITC amounting to � 666.50 crore during 

the period 2011-14. Unlike VAT 200, there was no provision in VATIS for 

online submission of VAT 200A and VAT 200B returns and the manual 

copies were also not made available to Audit. In the absence of these returns, 

correctness of ITC claims could not be checked. The AAs could not insist on 

compliance as there was no penal provisions in the Act/Rules. 

The matter was referred to the Department (August 2015) and to the 

Government (October 2015). Government stated (December 2015) that online 

filing of VAT 200A and VAT 200B has been made mandatory in VATIS from 

June 2015.  For the previous period, it is stated that if any irregularities were 

noticed during the course of audit, demands were being raised. However, it 

does not ensure the corrective measures taken in all the cases pointed out by 

Audit, as all cases are not selected for VAT audit. Further, Government has 

not addressed the issue of penal provisions for non-compliance. 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
8
 Tax rate revised from four to five per cent from 14 September 2011 vide Act No. 11 of 

2012. 
9
 CTOs- Adoni-II, Akividu, Ananthapur-II, Bhimavaram, Chilakaluripet, Hindupur, 

Kurupam Market, Morrispet, Peddapuram, Rajam, Tadepalligudem and Vinukonda. 
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2.4.7.2 Non-filing of financial statements 

Para 5.12 of VAT Audit Manual prescribes mandatory basic checks on figures 

reported by VAT dealers in their monthly VAT returns, and comparison of the 

figures with those recorded in certified financial statements to detect under- 

declaration of tax, if any. As per Rule 25(10) of AP VAT Rules, every VAT 

dealer whose annual total turnover is more than ��50 lakh shall furnish, for 

every financial year, the financial statements certified by a Chartered 

Accountant, on or before 31 December subsequent to the financial year to 

which the statements relate. 

Audit noticed (September 2014 to May 2015) in nine circles
10

 from the data 

available in VATIS for the years 2011-14 that in all 7,942 cases
11

, VAT 

dealers (who had a turnover of more than ��50 lakh during the financial year) 

did not submit the audited financial statements. Neither had the dealers 

complied with the provisions under Rules nor did the AAs insist for 

submission of financial statements. In the absence of certified financial 

statements, CTD cannot check whether the turnover disclosed in the returns 

are correct unless the dealers are selected for audit. 

There was a provision under section 14(1-B) of Andhra Pradesh General Sales 

Tax Act 1957, to levy penalty on non-submission of financial statement duly 

certified by the Chartered Accountant. In the AP VAT Act, these provisions 

were dispensed with, owing to which the AAs could not insist on compliance. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between September 2015 and 

October 2015) and to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated 

(December 2015) that though filing of certified financial statements is 

mandatory as prescribed under the Rules, compliance with the statutory 

stipulation, by most of the dealers has not been satisfactory. In order to 

overcome the difficulties in enforcing the filing of audited financial 

statements, an amendment incorporating a penal provision in the APVAT 

Rules, 2005 was being contemplated. The AAs had been directed to obtain 

certified financial statements for the earlier periods from the defaulting dealers 

and returns cross-verified with them.  

2.4.8 Effectiveness of the system of assessment 

During the course of audit of the two DC(CT) offices and 13 circles, test 

check of files and VATIS data analysis, cases of short/non-levy of taxes due to 

incorrect allowance of ITC, adoption of incorrect rate of tax, incorrect 

declaration of taxes and non-levy of penalty and interest on belated payment 

of taxes etc. were noticed. The cases are discussed in following paragraphs. 

 

 

 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
10

 CTOs- Adoni-II, Akividu, Ananthapur, Chilakaluripet, Chittoor-I, Hindupur, Peddapuram, 

Rajam and Tadepalligudem. 
11

 One case means one financial year for which tax was to be assessed.  
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2.4.8.1 Non-levy of interest and penalty on belated payments

As per Section 22 (2) of APVAT Act, in case of delayed payment of taxes, 

dealers have to pay interest at 1.25 per cent
12

per month on tax due for the 

period of delay from the prescribed or specified date for its payment. Further, 

according to Section 51(1) of AP VAT Act, where a dealer fails to pay tax due 

on the basis of the return submitted by him by the last day of the month in 

which it is due, he shall pay penalty of 10 per cent of the amount of tax due. 

During the course of audit it was noticed in two DC(CT) offices
13

 and  

13 circles
14

 (September 2014 to May 2015) that the AAs had not levied 

interest and penalty in respect of 42 dealers, though they had paid tax with the 

delay ranging from five days to 340 days. The total non-levy of interest and 

penalty works out to ��65 lakh. 

2.4.8.2 Adoption of incorrect rate of tax 

As per Section 4(1) of AP VAT Act, every VAT dealer shall pay tax on every 

sale of goods, at the rates specified in the Schedules. During the course of 

audit, in two circles
15

 Audit (December 2014 to April 2015) noticed from the 

returns and records for the period from 2011-12 to 2013-14 of two dealers that 

they had adopted the rate of tax as four/five per cent on the sales turnover of  

� 9.03 crore, whereas the purchase orders, against which the sales were made, 

indicated that the goods sold were water storage tanks and steel structures, on 

which tax at the rate of 12.5/14.5 per cent was leviable. The AAs did not 

check the returns and sales records of the dealer. This resulted in short 

payment of tax of ��1.61 crore. 

2.4.8.3 Under-declaration of purchase tax  

As per Section 4(4) of APVAT Act, every VAT dealer, who purchases taxable 

goods from unregistered VAT dealers shall pay tax at four per cent on the 

purchase price of such goods, if the goods are (i) Used as inputs for goods 

which are exempt from tax under the Act; (ii) Used as inputs for goods, which 

are disposed of otherwise than by way of sale in the State.  

In Akividu circle, Audit noticed (April 2015), that owing to inadequate 

scrutiny of returns, the AAs did not notice the non-payment of purchase tax by 

four dealers during 2012-13 and 2013-14. The dealers had purchased paddy 

amounting to � 37.42 crore from un-registered dealers and derived taxable 

sales (� 42.47 crore) of rice and exempt sales (� 79.25 lakh) of husk. However, 

they had not paid proportionate purchase tax on paddy which was used for 

making exempt sale of husk. This resulted in non-payment of purchase tax of 

� three lakh. 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
12

 One per cent of tax due up to 14 September 2011 and 1.25 per cent from 15 September 

2011 per month. 
13

 DC(CT) Kurnool and DC(CT)Nellore. 
14

 CTOs- Adoni-II, Akividu, Ananthapur-II, Bhimavaram, Chilakaluripet, Chittoor-I, 

Hindpur, Kurupam Market, Morrispet, Peddapuram, Tadepalligudem, Rajam and 

Vinukonda. 
15

 CTOs- Ananthapur-II and Peddapuram. 
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2.4.8.4 Variations between the figures of returns and financial statements 

Audit noticed in DC(CT) Kurnool (October 2014), that the AA did not notice 

that there were variations between the sales turnovers as per the financial 

statements and those reported in VAT returns by two dealers. In all the cases 

the sales turnovers as per financial statements were more than those reported 

in VAT returns for the year 2012-13. There was under-declaration of turnover 

by �� 34.92 crore resulting in short payment of tax of �� 1.73 crore. This 

indicates absence of proper scrutiny of returns and cross linking with the 

financial statements submitted by the dealers
16

.�

2.4.8.5  Incorrect claim of ITC 

As per Section 13(1), no ITC shall be allowed on tax paid on the purchase of 

goods specified in Schedule VI. Provisions under Sections 13(5) and 13(6) 

stipulate restrictions on claiming ITC. As per Rule 20 of the AP VAT Rules, a 

VAT dealer making taxable sales, exempt sales and exempt transactions of 

taxable goods shall restrict his ITC as per the prescribed formula
17

.  

Audit noticed in five circle offices
18

 (November 2014 to April 2015) from 

VAT 200, VAT 200A and VAT 200B returns of seven dealers for the years 

from 2010-11 to 2013-14, that these dealers were making exempt sales, 

taxable sales and/or exempt transactions of taxable goods and Schedule VI 

goods but ITC was claimed without applying the prescribed formula for 

restrictions. This resulted in excess claim of ITC of ��1.07 crore. 

2.4.8.6 Under-declaration of tax under works contract 

As per Section 4(7)(a), every dealer executing works contracts shall pay tax on 

the value of goods at the time of incorporation of such goods in the works 

executed at the rates applicable to the goods under the Act. As per Section 

13(7) of the Act, VAT dealers paying tax under Section 4(7)(a) of the Act can 

claim ITC at 75 per cent (90 per cent till 14 September 2011) of the related 

input tax. Rule 17 of AP VAT Rules specify the methods in which the 

turnover and ITC of works contractors are to be calculated and taxes levied. In 

two circles
19

 Audit noticed (March and April 2015), from VAT 200 returns of 

four works contractors that they had paid tax incorrectly, instead of arriving at 

tax due as per the provisions under Rule 17. This resulted in under-declaration 

of tax of � four lakh. 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
16

 As per section 2(35) of Act, ‘Tax period’ means a calendar month. As per section 20 of 

the Act read with Rule 23 of AP VAT Rules, every VAT dealer shall file a return within 

20 days after the end of the tax period. Further, the return so filed shall be subject to 

scrutiny to verify the correctness of calculation, application of correct rate of tax and input 

tax credit claimed therein and full payment of tax payable.
17

 A*B/C, where A is the input tax for common inputs for each tax rate, B is the taxable 

turnover and C is the total turnover. 
18

 CTOs- Adoni-II, Chilakaluripet, Hindupur, Peddapuram and Vinukonda. 
19

 CTOs- Chittoor-I and Peddapuram. 
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2.4.8.7 Under-declaration of turnover by Bar and Restaurants (Hoteliers) 

As per Section 4(9)(c) of the Act, every dealer, whose annual total turnover is 

� 1.5 crore and above shall pay tax at the rate of 14.5 per cent of the taxable 

turnover of the sale or supply of goods, being food or any other article for 

human consumption or drink, served in restaurants, sweet-stalls, clubs, any 

other eating houses or anywhere whether indoor or outdoor or by caterers. 

Section 2(39) defines ‘Total Turnover’ as the aggregate of sale prices of all 

goods, taxable and exempted, sold at all places of business of the dealer in the 

State.  

In Chilakaluripet and Ananthapur circles Audit noticed (December 2014 to 

May 2015) that three dealers running bar and restaurants declared the turnover 

during the period from 2011-12 to 2013-14, at less than � 1.5 crore and paid 

VAT at five per cent on the sale of food only. However, annual total turnover 

of the dealers including the liquor sales as per the data obtained by Audit from 

Andhra Pradesh Beverages Corporation Limited was more than � 1.5 crore per 

annum and the dealers were liable to pay tax at 14.5 per cent. Under-

declaration of turnover by excluding the liquor sales, resulted in under-

declaration and short payment of VAT to the tune of � five lakh. The AAs did 

not check the correctness of turnover declared by the dealers though they had 

been registered as ‘bar and restaurant’. Out of three cases, in one case at 

Ananthapur-II circle, VAT audit was conducted but Audit Officer (AO) did 

not notice the omission and levy appropriate tax. 

2.4.8.8 Under-declaration of tax on hire charges 

In terms of Section 4(8) of the Act, on every VAT dealer who transfers the 

rights to use goods taxable under the Act for cash, deferred payment or other 

valuable consideration, tax is to be levied at the rates specified in the 

Schedules, on the total amount realised or realisable for such transfer. 

In Kurnool Division and Peddapuram circle, Audit noticed (April and October 

2015) that four dealers did not declare the hire charges of lorries amounting to 

� 14.01 crore collected during the years 2009-10 to 2012-13 in their sales 

turnover. The AA did not notice non-payment of VAT on omitted sales 

turnover due to inadequate scrutiny of returns, resulting in non-levy of tax of  

� 2.02 crore. Though out of the four cases, in two cases of Peddapuram circle 

VAT audit was conducted, the Audit Officer did not notice the omission and 

levy appropriate tax. 

All these observations were referred to the Department (September and 

October 2015) and to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated 

(December 2015) that the concerned AAs had already initiated action for 

revising the assessments in accordance with the objections raised by Audit.  

2.4.9 Non-levy of interest on belated payment of deferred sales tax 

Under ‘Target 2000 sales tax incentives scheme’ promulgated by the State 

Government in 1996, industrial units were allowed deferment of sales tax to 

the extent of incentive limit as mentioned in Final Eligibility Certificate 
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(FEC). When AP VAT Act was introduced, all industrial units availing tax 

holiday or tax exemption on the date of commencement of the Act were to be 

treated as units availing tax deferment under Section 69 of the Act. As per 

Rule 67 of AP VAT Rules, the repayment of deferred tax was to commence 

after the completion of the deferment period. In case of non-remittance of 

deferred sales tax on the due dates under the ‘Target 2000 sales tax incentives 

scheme’, interest at 21.5 per cent per annum was to be paid as per the 

conditions mentioned in the FECs. 

In four circles
20

 Audit noticed (September 2014 to April 2015), from tax 

deferment records that nine dealers had paid deferred tax amounting to  

��51 lakh with delay
21

, on which they were liable to pay interest at the rate of 

21.5 per cent per annum. However, Department did not levy interest of  

��19 lakh on belated payments. 

The matter was referred to the Department (August 2015) and to the 

Government (October 2015). The Government stated (December 2015) that 

the concerned AAs had already initiated action for levying interest in 

accordance with the observation made by Audit. 

2.4.10 VAT Audits 

As per para 5.12 of the VAT Audit Manual, every Audit Officer (AO) shall 

exercise the basic checks prescribed such as verification of the purchase 

particulars, comparison with the financial statements, verification of payment 

of output tax etc., and enclose these particulars along with the audit files. Para 

5.12.4 and Appendix VIII of the VAT Audit Manual on “examination of 

annual accounts” prescribes verification of the financial statements of the 

dealers so as to review any disparities between the details available in the 

VAT returns submitted by the dealer and his financial statements for that 

period.  

VAT audits cover only around 10 per cent of dealers every year which may 

not be sufficient to prevent leakage of revenue. No norms have been 

prescribed for conducting minimum number of VAT audits in VAT Audit 

Manual.  The details of VAT audits conducted during the period from 2011-12 

to 2013-14 in the erstwhile combined State of AP are as follows: 

Year 

Total no. of 

registered 

dealers 

Audits 

completed 

Percentage of 

audits with 

respect to 

dealers 

Revenue from 

VAT audits 

(� in crore) 

2011-12 1,89,945 18,947 9.97 493.78 

2012-13 2,30,381 23,468 10.19 823.55 

2013-14 

(upto 

 Dec. 2013) 

2,78,693 14,080 3.05 863.67 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
20

 CTOs- Adoni-II, Akividu, Morrispet and Peddapuram.
21

 ranging from 28 days to 2096 days. 
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Audit reviewed VAT audit files and observed the following system and 

compliance deficiencies which reflect on the quality/insufficient checks being 

carried out in VAT audits.  

2.4.10.1   Non-completion of VAT audit before cancellation of registration 

As per Rule 14(4) of AP VAT Rules 2005, every VAT dealer whose 

registration is cancelled under this rule shall pay back ITC availed in respect 

of all taxable goods on hand on the date of cancellation. In the case of capital 

goods on hand on which ITC has been received, the ITC to be paid back shall 

be based on the book value of such goods on that date. The VAT Audit 

Manual clearly prescribes several guidelines for selecting units for audit. It is 

laid down in the Manual that if a dealer applies for cancellation, an audit 

should be conducted to ascertain the correctness of ITC availed by the dealer 

and only after completion of audit, the cancellation was to be done. 

During the course of audit it was noticed (October 2014 to May 2015) in eight 

circles
22

 for the period from 2011-14 that CTD did not audit  

1,685 dealers before the cancellation of their registrations owing to which the 

correct ITC to be recovered from such dealers could not be checked. The self-

assessments made by the dealers in the VAT 200 returns would be considered 

deemed to have been assessed due to not auditing them.  Thus protection of 

revenue was not ensured in these cases.  

The matter was referred to the Department (September and October 2015) and 

to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated (December 2015) 

that instructions had been issued to the DCs (CT) to ensure that revenue due to 

the Government is realised by conducting audits, if the dealers had availed 

ITC or they had tax liabilities to be discharged. They also stated that 

guidelines would be formulated in this regard.  However, CTOs Chittoor-I and 

Peddapuram had intimated (March and April 2015) that VAT audit could not 

be conducted due to insufficient staff.  

2.4.10.2  Non-receipt of records after audit 

The CCT issued circular instructions
23

 to DCs to authorise audits to any 

officer of the Division not below the rank of DCTO. After completion of 

audits, audit files were to be transferred to the circles where the dealers were 

registered for further action to collect taxes, penalty and interest.  Further, 

CCT issued instructions
24

 to DCs to ensure that the demands raised according 

to the audits were taken into account by the relevant circle. 

During the course of audit of eight circles
25

 (October 2014 to May 2015), 

VAT audit records in respect of 1,771 cases for the period 2011-14 were 

called for by Audit. However, the Department could produce only 704 audit 
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files. For the remaining 1,067 audit files, it was observed that those were not 

received in the respective jurisdictional circle offices after completion of VAT 

audit. Due to non-receipt of the audit files, the compliance of the assessments 

finalised could not be ensured. Monitoring of the demands raised cannot be 

done by the respective CTOs in the absence of documents. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, the AAs stated that the matter would be 

brought to the notice of DCs for necessary action. 

The matter was referred to the Department (September and October 2015) and 

to the Government (October 2015). Government accepted the observation and 

stated (December 2015) that all the AOs were being directed to ensure that 

files in respect of the audits completed, were sent to the concerned 

Circles/LTUs promptly. DCs (CT) had also been directed to monitor and 

ensure that delays were avoided. Disciplinary action would be initiated against 

the officials responsible for delays if they were abnormal. 

2.4.10.3  Improper maintenance of VAT audit files 

It was observed (October 2014 to May 2015) during test check of 2,098 cases 

in two DC(CT) offices
26

 and 13 circles
27

  that there were several omissions in 

the audit files as indicated in the following table.  

Sl. No Type of omission No. of cases (percentage) 

1. Audit officers did not enclose the 

checklist 
969 files (46.19 per cent of 

the test checked cases)

2. P&L account was not enclosed 672 cases (32.03 per cent)

3. Purchase particulars were not enclosed 942 cases (44.90 per cent)
4. Returns were not available 808 cases (38.51 per cent)
5. Details of G.I.S data were not available 1,717 cases (81.84 per cent) 

6. Non-verification of filing of statutory 

forms  

1,653 cases (78.79 per cent) 

Total 2,098 

Due to the above mentioned omissions, Audit could not verify the accuracy of 

the assessment/penalty orders. 

The issues were brought to the notice of the AAs (between October 2014 and 

May 2015). They replied that the matter would be brought to the notice of 

concerned DCs(CT). 

The matter was referred to the Department (September and October 2015) and 

to the Government (October 2015). No specific reply was received from the 

Government. 
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2.4.10.4  Leakage of revenue due to non-compliance with provisions  

As per para 5.12 of the VAT Audit Manual, every AO shall exercise the basic 

checks prescribed such as verification of the purchase particulars, comparison 

with the financial statements, verification of payment of output tax etc., and 

enclose these particulars along with the audit files. 

VAT audit is the final stage of scrutiny for finalisation of assessment. A 

scrutiny of VAT audit files revealed that deficient exercise of checks during 

VAT audit resulted in short levy of tax due to incorrect adoption of rate of tax, 

incorrect restriction/allowance of ITC, incorrect determination of taxable 

turnover, short/non-levy of penalties and interest as discussed in the following 

points. 

• Audit noticed (September 2014 to May 2015), in DC(CT) Kurnool and 

eight circles
28

 from VAT audit files of 19 dealers that turnovers 

reported in their VAT 200 returns for the period from 2006-07 to  

2012-13 did not tally with those reported in financial statements. 

During the course of VAT audit, the AOs did not notice this issue. This 

resulted in short levy of tax of �� 1.06 crore that could have been 

prevented if the audit checks had been mandatorily followed. 

• In four circles
29

 (December 2014 to May 2015), Audit observed from 

VAT audit files of six dealers that the AOs, while finalising the 

assessments for the period from 2008-09 to 2013-14, allowed incorrect 

rate of tax/exemption on taxable turnovers. This resulted in non-levy of 

tax of � 11.15 crore. 

• Audit noticed (September 2014 to February 2015) in two circles
30

 from 

the VAT audit files of two dealers that, during the period from 2005-06 

to 2013-14 the dealers had paid tax after due date i.e. 20
th

 of 

succeeding month of the month of return. However during the course 

of VAT audit, the AOs did not levy interest on belated payment of 

taxes. This resulted in non-levy of interest of ��13 lakh. 

• Audit noticed (September 2014 to May 2015) in two DC(CT) offices
31

and seven circles
32

 from VAT audit files of 15 dealers that AOs levied 

tax on turnover under-declared by the dealers during the financial years 

from 2008-09 to 2013-14. However, penalty of � 90 lakh was not 

levied/short levied. 

• Audit noticed (May 2015) in CTO Chilakaluripet from an audit file of 

a dealer that he had purchased cotton amounting to � 5.33 crore from 

unregistered dealers and derived taxable sales (� 8.47 crore) of cotton 
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lint and exempt sales (� 3.22 crore) of hank yarn during the period 

2009-10 to 2012-13. However, the dealer had not paid proportionate 

purchase tax on cotton which was used for making exempt sale of hank 

yarn. The AO during the VAT audit did not levy purchase tax of  

� six lakh. 

• In Chittoor-I circle, it was noticed (March 2015) from the VAT Audit 

files of two dealers of textiles and fabrics (to be taxed at five per cent

or at one per cent if dealer opted to pay under composition) for the 

year 2012-13, that both the dealers did not pay any tax by incorrectly 

declaring the sale of textile and fabrics as exempt sale. However, the 

AO allowed exemption instead of levying tax at five per cent. This 

resulted in non/short levy of tax of � 25 lakh. 

• In seven circles
33

 (September 2014 to March 2015) it was noticed from 

VAT audit files of 12 dealers that the dealers were engaged in exempt 

sales/exempt transactions along with taxable sales and were to claim 

ITC proportionately. However they had claimed full/excess ITC during 

the years 2008-09 to 2013-14. This was not observed in VAT audit by 

AOs which resulted in incorrect allowance of ITC amounting to  

� 4.61 crore.  

• In Chilakaluripet circle (May 2015) it was noticed from the audit files 

of three dealers that they were engaged in exempt sales/exempt 

transactions along with taxable sales and were to claim ITC 

proportionately. However they had declared full/excess ITC during the 

years 2007-08 to 2012-13 and claimed refunds. While conducting 

refund audit the AO did not restrict the ITC which resulted in excess 

allowance of refund amounting to � 23 lakh. 

• As per Section 4(7)(e) of AP VAT Act, if any dealer having opted for 

composition, purchases any goods from outside the State and uses such 

goods in the execution of works contracts, he shall pay tax at the rates 

applicable to the goods under the Act and the value of such goods shall 

be excluded (from the turnover) for the purpose of computation of 

turnover on which tax by way of composition at four per cent is to be 

paid. In DC(CT) Kurnool Division (October 2014), Audit observed 

from VAT audit file that a dealer had opted to pay tax under 

composition and purchased goods from outside the State during the 

years 2009-10 to 2010-11. The dealer incorporated such goods in the 

works and was liable to pay tax at the rates applicable. However during 

the course of VAT audit, the AO finalised the assessment under non-

composition instead of levying tax on interstate purchase under 

composition and arrived at incorrect tax due. This resulted in short levy 

of tax of � 94 lakh.  

• In the office of DC (CT) Kurnool and six circles
34

 (September 2014 to 

May 2015) it was noticed from VAT audit files of nine dealers for the 
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period from 2006-07 to 2012-13 that the AOs arrived at taxable 

turnovers under works contract incorrectly by allowing ineligible 

deductions and adoption of incorrect rate of tax resulting in short levy 

of tax of � 41.61 lakh.  

• As per Section 13(7) of the Act, VAT dealers paying tax under Section 

4(7)(a) of the Act can claim ITC at 75 per cent (90 per cent till  

14 September 2011) of the related input tax. From VAT audit files for 

the period from 2008-09 to 2012-13, in respect of four dealers, in three 

circles
35

 (December 2014 to January 2015) it was noticed that AOs 

assessed incorrect tax on works contracts due to allowing excess ITC 

in contravention of the prescribed provisions. This resulted in short 

levy of tax of � 15 lakh.  

• As per Rule 16(1)(b) of AP VAT Rules, ITC shall only be claimed on 

receipt of the tax invoice. Under Section 55(2) of the AP VAT Act, 

any VAT dealer who issues a false tax invoice or receives or uses such 

tax invoice, knowing it to be false, shall be liable to pay a penalty of 

200 per cent of the tax evaded. Audit noticed (April 2015) in Adoni-II 

circle, from VAT audit file of a dealer that the dealer made purchase of 

vegetable oil from various dealers and submitted tax invoices with 

waybills for claiming ITC. Audit crosschecked the details of the 

transactions mentioned in invoice and waybills. It was observed that as 

per the waybills, the quantity of oil transported through each waybill 

ranged from 11,110 kg to 22,610 kg. Verification of vehicle 

registration numbers mentioned in the waybills from the website of 

Transport Department of Andhra Pradesh revealed that those vehicle 

numbers belonged to autorickshaw, goods carriage, trailers etc. 

through which such large quantities could not be transported. The AO 

neither disallowed claim of ITC amounting to � 20 lakh on fictitious 

way bills and invoices nor levied penalty as per the provisions 

mentioned above. Not verifying the details during audit resulted in 

incorrect allowance of ITC and non-levy of penalty of � 60 lakh. 

From the cases mentioned above it is clear that the VAT audits conducted did 

not ensure compliance with Rules.  

The issues were brought to the notice of the Department (September and 

October 2015) and to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated 

(December 2015) that the AAs had already initiated action for levying 

interest/penalties or for revising the assessments in accordance with the 

objections raised by Audit. 

2.4.11 Internal audit 

Department does not have a structured Internal Audit Wing that would plan 

and conduct audit in accordance with a scheduled audit plan. Internal audit is 

organised at Divisional level under the supervision of Assistant Commissioner 
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(CT). Internal Audit Report is to be submitted within 15 days from the date of 

audit to the DC(CT) concerned, who would supervise rectification work. 

2.4.11.1 During the course of test check of the two DC(CT) offices and  

13 circles (September 2014 to May 2015) it was observed in DC(CT) Kurnool 

and seven circle offices
36

 that in three circles
37

 internal audit was not 

conducted for 2012-13 and 2013-14 and report for the year 2011-12 had not 

been received. In three circles
38

 internal audit was conducted for the year 

2013-14 but reports were not issued. In remaining two offices
39

 internal audit 

had not been conducted for the year 2013-14.  From the above it is evident that 

the internal audit mechanism was not effective during the period covered 

under Performance Audit. 

The matter was referred to the Department (September 2014 to May 2015) and 

to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated (December 2015) 

that instructions had been issued by DCs(CT) to AC(CT) (Audit) in the 

Division to concentrate on internal audit. CTO (Audit) should concentrate 

only on internal audit and AG audit. DCs (CT) of all Divisions had also been 

directed to ensure that backlog in the completion of annual internal audit be 

cleared within the time prescribed by the Department.  

2.4.11.2 As per para 4.96 of the Manual, the allocation of audit cases should 

be recorded on a computerised listing in divisional and circle offices with date 

of allocation, date of audit and date of finalisation. A watch register is to be 

maintained for monitoring the details of audit in each office. 

It was noticed that the watch registers with details of authorisation of VAT 

audits were not maintained in DC(CT) Kurnool and four circle offices
40

without which the information on the status of audits authorised and 

completed could not be verified. There was a risk of duplicate or erroneous 

authorisation of VAT audits in the absence of the watch registers.  Audit 

noticed (December 2014 to January 2015) that in cases of 10 dealers in 

Ananthapur-II circle and nine dealers in Hindupur circle, VAT audits for same 

period were authorised during 2009-10 and 2011-12 to two different AOs in 

each case. 

The matter was referred to the Department (September and October 2015) and 

to the Government (October 2015). The Government stated (December 2015) 

that from September 2012, audits are being allotted to the AOs through 

VATIS. The risk of duplicate or erroneous allocation of audits, as pointed out 

by Audit is not possible through the above computerised programme and 

hence there was no need for maintaining a watch register in each office 

separately. However, Audit noticed instances of erroneous authorisation made 

after September 2012, which is indicative of failure/non-implementation of 

monitoring system through VATIS. 
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IT Audit of VATIS 

2.4.12 Adequacy of IT policy and controls 

CTD has been using Information Technology (IT) since 1989 and VATIS 

came into existence along with introduction of AP VAT Act in 2005. The 

original VATIS was developed in centralised architecture by Tata Consultancy 

Services Limited (TCS) and field offices were connected to the Central Data 

Centre located at the office of CCT. Processes relating to dealer registration, 

VAT/TOT returns, VAT audit and assessment, and Goods Information System 

(GIS) that monitors interstate transactions etc., were computerised under this.  

To improve the response time of the system as a part of the realigned focus of 

the CTD, reengineering of VATIS was conceived. It was to extend 

departmental services (Service Oriented Architecture) to the dealers through 

multiple media like Internet, e-Seva and citizen service centres (CSC). The re-

engineered VATIS has modules like e-Return, e-Registration, online issue of 

Statutory Forms and Complaint/Feedback system. The functional architecture 

of VATIS is as shown below: 

The application has been built using Windows servers (database and 

application servers) with SQL Server and .NET framework. All the offices are 

interconnected through intranet using AP State Wide Area Network 
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(APSWAN) and other stakeholders are connected to the application via 

internet for obtaining services. 

Audit conducted IT audit of Registration, Return, Audit, Payments, Refunds 

and Complaint / Feedback modules of VATIS application for the period April 

2011 to March 2014.  Data related to selected sample (15 units) were extracted 

from the centralised data provided by the CCT and was analysed using 

‘Interactive Data Extraction and Analysis (IDEA)’. The general controls and 

application controls were evaluated with reference to Audit objectives. 

The audit revealed deficiencies in the system relating to planning and use of 

IT application, mapping of business rules, access controls, data capture and 

validations, data integrity and system security issues etc., as mentioned in the 

succeeding paragraphs. 

2.4.12.1 Lack of documented IT policy 

Information Technology Policy ensures support of computing and 

communication resources to the Department in order to achieve compliance 

with requirements and effective use of resources, duly addressing the risks in 

the best possible way. The IT policy needs to be prepared without ambiguity 

and approved by Senior Management.  It has to meet the needs of CTD. 

CTD does not possess an IT Policy that addresses the issues of using IT 

resources in accordance with applicable rules and objectives.  Implementation 

of VATIS with the objectives of developing single core application was 

embarked upon
41

 (August 2010) to take care of all the core tax functions, 

providing functionality as per the guidelines of the Government, offering 

quality service to the departmental staff as well as the dealers and to facilitate 

interface with other Government Departments. However due to the lack of a 

documented policy addressing the alignment of requirements and implemented 

services, Audit could not check if the objectives had been completely 

achieved. 

Government contended (December 2015) that the software was developed by 

involving a core group of senior officers, field representatives and certain 

members of the trade and that the user requirements were thoroughly 

explained to the software vendor. As the requirements were ever evolving, no 

emphasis was placed on formulation of a watertight IT policy. However, it is 

now proposed to prepare a broad IT policy for the Department. 

2.4.13 VATIS Implementation 

The implementation of re-engineered VATIS began in February 2012 and the 

system switched over to maintenance mode from May 2013. Though CTD has 

accepted all the modules after testing, Audit found some deficiencies relating 

to development approach, data migration and processes covered under VATIS 

including lack of mapping of business rules, data inconsistencies etc., which 
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have not been addressed even after two years of implementation. These are 

given below:  

2.4.13.1  Piecemeal approach adopted in developing the new VATIS 

software 

An agreement was concluded with LGS Global Ltd in April 2011.  LGS was 

to start project implementation within 230 days of entering into contract. 

Request for proposal (RFP) for the purpose of re-engineering VATIS was 

issued in August 2010 by the Government and upon evaluation of the bids 

received. The implementation, however, began 10 months after agreement i.e. 

from February 2012. The timeline was extended initially up to September 

2012 and then to April 2013. The new software (re-engineered VATIS) 

development model was changed from originally planned waterfall approach 

(all changes at once) to iterative (module wise replacement) to save cost. 

Meanwhile, a module for registration of dealers was developed in parallel by 

Centre for Good Governance (CGG) which as per the orders of CCT (March 

2011) was implemented in all Divisions by June 2011. This was replaced by 

the registration module of the reengineered VATIS (February 2012). 

Delivery of different modules took place on different dates from February 

2012 (Registration module) to April 2013 (email/SMS for communication 

with Stakeholders). The developers were required to develop software in 

accordance with the System Requirement Specifications (SRS) and User 

Requirement Specifications (URS) which are to be frozen before 

implementation in order to ensure that development process is completed 

within timelines specified. 

Audit observations pertaining to the contract for reengineering VATIS and its 

implementation revealed the following: 

• System Requirements Specifications (SRS) document was prepared by 

the developer after implementation of all the modules (April 2013). 

This shows that the project was started without identifying the 

requirements of CTD and involving user groups which resulted in the 

creation of a system which did not meet the requirements of the 

Department. For example, as stated earlier in para 2.4.7.1, additional 

returns of VAT 200A and VAT 200B required for restricting the ITC 

were not being obtained from the dealers. Neither was there any 

provision for online submission of these returns. Audit observed that 

no requirement was projected with regard to this in the RFP, though 

filing of these additional returns is mandatory. Absence of facilities to 

automatically generate notices/reports also corroborates the fact. 

• CTD had supplied (January 2013) IT related infrastructure to its branch 

offices without conducting requirement study, which is essential as 

different circle and divisional Offices handle varying quanta of work 

and manpower. The nature of transactions dealt with by them are 

different. It was noticed in audit that the number of systems supplied to 

branch offices were not as per strength of operating ACTOs, DCTOs, 

CTOs and DCs.  
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• The Department conducted module-wise testing
42

 of the application 

internally and gave acceptance to the developer in a phased manner 

along with implementation of the modules from February 2012 to 

April 2013 (final acceptance). Out of all the tests conducted before 

acceptance of the system, documentation exists only for the validation 

tests conducted by the developer. Audit also noticed that validation 

tests were conducted after implementation of the modules like audit, 

payment and registration. A stable production environment requires 

appropriate testing infrastructure. Before going for implementation of 

computer application, test data needs to be removed from the 

production database. It is observed that test cases were not separated 

(August 2014) from production data even though final acceptance had 

been given more than a year ago. These show that standard software 

development and testing practices were not followed. 

• Change Management process enables improvement of an 

organisation’s performance in relevance to the changes brought in to 

the existing system. Change management documentation ensures 

chronological recording of the changes adopted and becomes 

knowledge base for future changes to be made. Audit observed that 

workflow issues have not been documented and change management 

documentation was not produced to Audit in spite of repeated requests.  

No third party or security audit was conducted during the period 2011-

2014 for VATIS. 

The Government stated (December 2015) that reengineering of VATIS was 

taken up after an in-depth analysis of the defects in the then existing system.  

The documentation like SRS etc. was submitted formally by the developer at a 

later stage. Supply of infrastructure was made based on requirements projected 

by the field staff. With regard to testing and change management processes, 

currently there are only two test Taxpayer Identification Numbers (TINs) in 

operation to test the live problems of dealers. A third party
43

 had also been 

roped in to test the VATIS application.   

However, evidence of conducting a requirement assessment and formulation 

of an implementation plan based on these details was not given to Audit. 

Further, it is desirable that the test data, pertaining to earlier period, be deleted 

from the live database. No relevant reply for lack of change management 

documentation was given. 

2.4.13.2 Incomplete data migration and inadequate data capture 

In the case of tax Departments like CTD, maintenance of legacy data is 

critical. It was observed that the data that was ported from the previous version 

of the VATIS was not in line with the new table structures.  It was found that 

after migrating the data to the re-engineered VATIS from old VATIS, the data 
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columns of the re-engineered VATIS were left empty or filled in with 

universal data values, as no corresponding data value or column existed in the 

old VATIS. Thus due to ineffective data migration, CTD has to 

simultaneously maintain two databases, portals and associated infrastructure. 

It also necessitates users to hop through different portals and databases for 

report generation which is cumbersome to users. 

Audit also observed that though it is mandatory to capture PAN, it was not 

captured with registration data of 230 dealers out of 15,971 active VAT 

dealers and 3,160 dealers out of 7280 active TOT dealers in the period  

2011-14. Therefore, the data migration and data capture were not effective. 

Government replied (December 2015) that the old data was not ported to avoid 

burden on the server and as the time periods cannot be taken up for 

assessment. However, the Department promised to take a decision on the same 

soon. Further, Department had also stated that even for missing PAN cases, 

the PAN capturing field has been made mandatory once a dealer logs into the 

system. 

However, as CTD still has to maintain two databases and portals, and to build 

up a continuous history of dealers, it would be desirable to integrate them. 

2.4.13.3 Lack of portability of data from Debt Management Unit portal  

Before reengineering of VATIS, the departmental users were obtaining details 

pertaining to the demands of arrears by accessing the data residing on a 

separate Debt Management Unit portal (DMU). An observation on lack of 

reliable data in DMU portal had featured in Para 2.5.4 of the Report of 

Comptroller and Auditor General of India (Revenue Sector) for the year ended 

March 2014.  

It was found in audit that the data of arrears from DMU portal was not directly 

ported to the re-engineered VATIS but was re-entered into the application 

manually. As the DMU data itself was not found reliable, reentering of such 

data into new VATIS requires assurance that the data entered is rectified while 

reentering. However, no certification was obtained either from Department 

officers concerned or from any third party service provider. The officials now 

cross check data existing in old VATIS/DMU with the data entered in new 

VATIS and also manual records of demand, collection and write off pertaining 

to the period before 2006 to arrive at arrears. This again necessitates users to 

hop through three different data groupings. This reveals lack of planning in 

data migration and porting. 

The matter was brought to the notice of Government (October 2015). 

However, no specific reply was given (January 2016). 

2.4.14 Processes covered under VATIS 

An analysis of data and application of VATIS revealed that VATIS was not 

being fully utilised by CTD, either due to non-incorporation of 

Rules/procedures or due to lack of data/awareness. None of the processes has 
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been completely automated. Business rules like advance rulings and court 

judgments are not being mapped into system. The observations made are 

mentioned below: 

2.4.14.1 Registration 

When a dealer is applying for registration with CTD, the application must 

have adequate provisions for capturing important details like PAN of the 

dealer, the address and contact details, principal activities of the dealer and 

principal commodities he deals with. 

A study of the registration module of the reengineered VATIS revealed that 

though application forms for registration as VAT dealer (VAT 100) or TOT 

dealer (TOT 001) could be filed online during the audit period, all the 

supporting documents still needed to be sent through post along with print outs 

of filled application forms. VATIS also allowed dealers to mention a 

maximum of only five principal activities and five principal commodities 

while applying. An analysis of data in respect of the 15 sample offices for the 

period 2011-14 revealed that the commodity details captured was ‘others’ in 

3,538 cases (dealers registered before reengineered VATIS) out of 19,454 total 

VAT dealers. Eight such cases were registered under reengineered VATIS. 

Commodity wise reports cannot be generated in the absence of proper 

commodity classification. The details of commodities being dealt with by 

dealers are necessary to calculate tax liability and to monitor the transactions 

relating to evasion prone commodities. 

Government replied (December 2015) that under APVAT Act 2005, only 

“principal commodities” are to be mentioned in the VAT application for 

registration while CST registration application mandates mentioning of all 

commodities that the dealer deals in as it is linked to ‘C’ forms.   

It is incorrect to assume that the dealers can deal in only five principal 

commodities or have only five principal activities.  The VAT application may 

be revised to bring it in line with CST application to ensure better monitoring 

of dealers. 

2.4.14.2 Returns 

As stated earlier, VAT 200A and 200B returns could neither be filed online 

nor could the details be entered in VATIS during the audit period. The 

calculation of tax liability/ITC claim thus require the dealer to manually file 

the return and the AA to manually account for the adjustments to be made on 

exempt transactions/sales. 

VAT 200 returns also do not have commodity-wise data and details of 

sales/purchases (e.g. TIN of the dealer to whom a commodity was sold or 

from whom a commodity was purchased) but only tax rate-wise data. 

Currently, from the data in VAT 200 returns, it is possible to check only if tax 

had been paid on the amounts declared by the dealer under each rate. There is 

no mechanism to capture commodity wise sales or purchases to verify whether 
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the dealer was dealing only in goods for which he was registered, whether the 

commodity was classified under the correct Schedule and whether the taxes 

were paid accordingly. There is no mechanism to verify if there is any 

disparity in sales claimed to be made by a dealer, say A to another dealer B as 

neither A nor B has to disclose the buyer/seller details in their monthly returns. 

Thus, e-Returns module of VATIS does not support cross checking of sales 

and purchases. 

It was also observed that wherever revised returns were filed and payments 

made, the ledgers of the dealer and the payment status reports were showing a 

mismatch due to the Returns module not being updated even if Payment 

module was updated. 

Government accepted (December 2015) audit findings and stated that 

provision for filing of additional returns and for cross-checking of sales and 

purchases have been made in the software. 

2.4.14.3 Implementation of automatic notice and report generation 

VATIS does not alert users to convert TOT dealers to VAT dealers based on 

turnover. Though it was part of RFP, automatic notice and reminder 

generation, and their delivery through email and SMS is not fully 

implemented. Interest and penalty on belated/non-filing of returns or belated 

payment of tax is not automatically calculated. It is left to the assessing 

authority to manually scrutinise the returns and related documents and levy the 

demand. 

An analysis of payment and dealer details available in VATIS package 

revealed that in 16,006 cases of delayed submission of returns in Andhra 

Pradesh, penalty and interest amounting to � 28.17 crore was not realised 

during the period 2011-14. This could have been avoided by automating notice 

generation at least in cases of belated payment/filing of returns. 

It was also observed that 611 out of 19,093 active dealers who were registered 

before March 2011 in the sample offices did not file monthly returns and total 

number of such pending returns is 7,383 as on August 2014. Penalty at the rate 

of � 2,500 for each instance of non-filing was to be charged. 

Analysis of data in VATIS package also revealed that both mobile and 

telephone numbers were not captured for 1,043 out of 15,971 active VAT 

dealers. For 782 out of 15971 active VAT dealers and 1,687 out of 7,280 TOT 

dealers records, bank account number was not captured. For 505 out of total 

19,454 VAT dealers and 105 out of 15,971 active VAT dealers email-id was 

not captured. Lack of these data would hamper the efforts of CTD to automate 

notice and reminder generation. 

Government replied (December 2015) that dealer turnover reports are 

available in the MIS report module of VATIS which can be used to identify 

TOT dealers who need to register themselves as VAT dealers. Government 

has initiated steps to implement automatic generation of notices for interest 

and penalty and has proposed implementation of automatic generation of SMS 
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and email alerts. Steps to levy penalty for not filing monthly returns had been 

initiated.  

2.4.14.4 Audit 

VAT Audit Manual being currently used by CTD was brought out in June 

2012 five months after the implementation of reengineered VATIS which 

began in February 2012. Audit module was accepted and implemented from 

September 2012. A comparison between the Manual and the Audit module 

revealed the following: 

• While the VAT Audit Manual gives 15 criteria for selection of dealers 

for general audit, only four of these have been mapped to VATIS 

Audit module.  

 

While the Audit Manual clearly stipulates that top six per cent of the 

VAT dealers excluding LTU VAT dealers are to be audited every 12 

months in each Division, data available in VATIS package clearly 

shows that in 13 circles covered under the sample nearly 78 per cent of 

top 100 dealers who came under jurisdiction of the offices were not 

audited during 2013-2014. 
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Selection parameter wise breakup (as available in VATIS) of 1,529 

audit authorizations in sample offices for the period April 2013 to 

March 2014 as recorded in VATIS is tabulated as follows: 

Selection parameter 
Audit 

cases 

Nil return more than (no. of months) in last 12 months 1 

Commodity growth rate 7 

Returns not filed for more than (no. of months) in last  

12 months 

Nil 

Sales purchase ratio less than in last 12 months 424 

Credit return more than (no. of months) in last 12 months 50 

Not audited in last  (no. of months) 705 

Growth rate 28 

Specific TIN selection 133 

Tax payable in last 12 months 181 

This table clearly shows that audits were not selected based on 

parameters provided in the Manual. Selection of 133 dealers based on 

‘Specific TIN selection’ (total 8.70 per cent of audit selections) shows 

that discretionary powers were exercised for selection of dealers for 

audit. 

• VAT Audit Manual also calls for Specific Audit in (a) cases resulting 

from other audits where audit officers have identified evidence of 

serious fraud or based on information provided by intelligence and 

other agencies which require in-depth investigation and (b) cases 

where there is evidence of inter-state fraud or international fraud or 

investigation involving more than one Division should be passed on to 

CIU / Enforcement Wing at Headquarters.  

In VATIS audit module data captured/ processed pertaining to tax 

declared, waybills usage, check post data, belated registrations, revised 

returns and interest amounts payable are not furnished as inputs for 

selection for specific audit. Thus business requirements have not been 

mapped to implementation in VATIS package for specific audits. 

• Only active user_ids with designation of DC or above can authorise 

VAT Audits as per business rules.  An analysis of data relating to 

authorisations in VATIS package revealed that in four cases, 

authorisation of audit of dealers coming under the sample offices was 

done by users whose user-ids were not present in user master table.  In 

1,627 cases out of 3,209 audits conducted (September 2012 to March 

2014) of dealers in the sample offices it was observed that audit 

inspection details had been entered by junior assistants, instead of the 

officers who conducted audit. These show that logical access controls 

are not in place in case of audit authorizations and entry of data 

relating to audit inspections. 

• In 24 cases among the cases where audit inspection conducted during 

the period from September 2012 to March 2014 in the sample offices 
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resulted in additional demand. However, the additional demand 

amounts were posted to tables but no specific reason was assigned to 

the additional demand. VAT audit inspection details were also not 

available in another 19 cases (for the three month period from January 

to March 2014) in audit inspection table indicating inspection details 

were not uploaded. These show that the Audit module is not being 

utilised effectively by CTD. 

• VATIS also does not provide results of VAT audit to CST assessment.  

Thus a dealer can escape declaring his true turnover by declaring 

certain turnovers as relating to CST during VAT assessment and not 

declare it at the time of CST assessment, leading to loss of revenue to 

the Government. 

• In 225 out of 697 cases where additional demand was raised due to 

audit during September 2012 to March 2014 in the sample offices, it 

took more than 90 days to complete assessment after serving notice. 

This delay may result in assessments getting time-barred. 

• In 13 cases relating to the sample offices in the period from September 

2012 to March 2014, it was observed that VAT audit of dealers were 

done by same officers consecutively against the instructions
44

 of CCT.   

• It was observed that cancelled dealers are not being audited as per 

VAT Act and only 209 out of 1,152 cancelled cases (from September 

2012 to March 2014) in the sample offices were audited. 

Government, while accepting (December 2015) that all the criteria prescribed 

was not mapped, stated that more criteria were being added. Steps to reduce 

discretionary powers of the officers were taken by categorizing the dealers 

into Large Tax Payers Units (LTUs) and High Tax Cases (HTCs). While 

accepting rest of the observations made, it was stated that the audit module of 

VATIS will be redesigned after taking inputs from the field officers. 

2.4.14.5 Refund 

Currently, a dealer who is eligible can apply for refund of ITC while filing the 

monthly returns. Audits are usually conducted before authorization of refunds 

to verify the claims. This is done manually as it involves cross-verification of 

sales/purchase particulars with CTOs under whom the dealers having business 

transactions with the dealer claiming the refund are registered. Details are 

entered in Refund module only after refund is authorized. Even the voucher 

for refund payment is generated manually. There is no provision for capturing 

voucher number and date of generation of voucher in the module. Audit test 

checked the data relating to refunds of the 15 sample offices where refunds 

had been authorized as per the VATIS package. A cross-verification of the 

manually maintained refund registers with VATIS data revealed that in five 

sample offices
45

 there was mismatch in the number of refunds. There were 26 
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 CCT’s Ref.No. B.II(2)/122/2006 dated 4 October 2006. 
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 DC(CT) Kurnool, CTOs- Chilakaluripet, Hindupur, Kurupam Market and Rajam. 
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cases in two offices
46

 where corresponding register entries were not available 

though entries had been made in VATIS and in 12 cases
47

 in which there were 

no corresponding entries in VATIS though refunds had been made as per the 

refund registers. 

Government stated (December 2015) that a revamped online refund system 

was under development. 

2.4.14.6 Grievance redressal 

An analysis of entries of the table ‘CCRS_FEEDBACK’ in VATIS package 

relating to complaints received revealed that in 58 out of 445 complaints 

entered in VATIS from January 2013 to March 2014 relating to erstwhile 

combined State of AP, complaint details like the officer to whom complaint 

was addressed was not captured.  Due to the faulty design of the form which 

allows such critical data to be omitted, these complaints could not be allocated 

to anyone for resolution. 

Government replied (December 2015) that these features were incorporated in 

the revised web portal of the Department. 

2.4.15 Data validation problems 

Audit observed while test-checking the data relating to sample offices that 

data validation checks that were supposed to be incorporated in the system 

were either not incorporated or incorrectly incorporated resulting in the 

following inconsistencies: 

• VATIS captures invoice details for the goods transported aboard motor 

vehicles passing through the State, i.e. for vehicles with origin and 

destination of goods in other States. The movement type assigned in 

VATIS for such vehicles is ‘3’. It was observed in 29 cases registered 

with Integrated Check Post (ICP) Naraharipeta that though the transit 

passes issued were with type ‘3’, the consignee details pertain to the 

State of AP (TIN beginning with 28). It was also observed that out of 

these 29 dealers, 25 dealers’ TINs do not exist in the VATIS database 

and in the remaining four cases, the consignee dealers were registered 

only under APVAT Act (without CST registration).  This indicates that 

the GIS module of the VATIS is ineffective in preventing such cases 

where there are chances of evasion of tax. 

• It was also observed that there were five records in ‘PAYMENT_DTL’ 

relating to the sample offices in the period covered under audit where 

‘tax period from’ was later than ‘tax period to’. 

• For 85 out of 15971 active VAT dealers of sample offices, starting date 

of tax liability (first tax period date) was not within 30 days from 

approved registration date (RC-effect date).  

���������������������������������������� �������������������
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 CTOs- Chilakaluripet and Rajam. 
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 DC(CT) Kurnool, CTOs- Kurupam Market and Hindupur.
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In reply, the Government stated (December 2015) that it was proposing to 

validate the consignee and the consignor details with TINXSYS database with 

regard to issue of transit passes. For other observations relevant replies were 

not given. 

2.4.16 Inadequate data capture 

Registration data of VATIS indicate status of the dealer as ‘REGD’ 

(Registered) and ‘CNCL’ (Cancelled) basing on the status of the dealer’s 

registration. Dates of Registration or Cancellation were also captured to 

indicate changes in dealer’s status from active status to cancelled status.  Audit 

observed in cases of cancelled dealer’s data that the ‘registration effective to’ 

date was not recorded in 1,152 cases out of 4,726 cancelled dealers among 15 

sample offices during the period covered under audit. Out of these cases, 209 

cancellations were done after the introduction of re-engineered VATIS. This 

indicates that data capture is incomplete. 

The Government replied (December 2015) that the “registration effective to 

date” field is captured in the cases of reactivation of cancelled dealers. 

The reply is not tenable as the field has to be captured in all cases of 

cancellation to monitor misuse of statutory forms. 

2.4.17 Non-compliance with Citizen’s charter

The timeframe fixed for issue of registration certificate to the applicants (when 

pre-registration visit is required) is 24 days from application date excluding 

application date. In two cases of new registrations (out of 122 in sample 

offices in 2013-14) done with pre-visit requirement, Audit noticed that 

registration took more than 24 days. 

As per Citizen’s Charter of CTD, registration of dealers not requiring pre-

visits is to be completed within six days of application. Audit observed from 

VATIS package that during the year 2013-14, registration of 126 VAT dealers 

not requiring pre-visit by the registering authority (out of 5,993 registrations in 

sample offices) took more than six days which is not in line with the Citizen’s 

charter. 

In reply (December 2015), it was stated that instructions were given to officers 

concerned for issuing registration certificate within the time prescribed and 

action would be taken in respect of the cases in which delays took place. 

2.4.18 IT Security, monitoring of outsourced services and business 

continuity 

Security policy defines how an organization plans to protect physical and 

Information Technology (IT) assets that include servers, systems, software and 

data. For any IT system, it is important that sufficient measures be taken to 

ensure smooth functioning of critical functions even if disasters occur.  This is 

especially so for a system like VATIS, which supports the CTD, the main 

revenue-earning wing of the State.  
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It is observed that risks associated with data and content management are not 

being adequately addressed. Outsourced service providers facilitate services of 

portal, and backup recovery issues and facility management services and CTD 

has not yet evolved a mechanism to maintain and manage data as per required 

retention period of CTD. There is no security policy drafted but for the items 

listed in System Requirement Specifications. 

RFP 7.2 of annual maintenance contract (AMC) and facility management 

(FM) services prescribes maintenance of details of problems and issues related 

to application/database/network failures and time taken to resolve them at 

branch offices/data centre chronologically through an automated tracking 

solution implemented by service providers. However CTD is yet to furnish 

details to Audit. In the same R.F.P, clause 3.2.1.1 stipulates virus protection 

services to IT infrastructure of the Department. However log of antivirus 

updating on client machines in branch offices was not available, leaving Audit 

with no assurance as to whether they were being updated. This indicates that 

performance of outsourced technical team (HCL) is not being monitored. 

Backup activity of reengineered VATIS data and related information is being 

done at central office. However, Audit found that in all the sample offices 

backup of branch office’s assessment documents, notices, vakalat filings and 

other important documentation was neither done locally (CTO office) nor at 

central office as VATIS does not have a mechanism to backup these orders 

and documents. Thus, VATIS has only a superficial amount of data when 

compared to the physical documents available in unit offices. 

Presence of disaster recovery site in the same city or geographical proximity 

does not address risks like earthquakes. It was observed that only one disaster 

recovery site is located that too within three km radius of main site which is 

not sufficient to ensure business continuity. From these, it is clear that the 

disaster preparedness of CTD is not adequate. 

In reply, it was stated (December 2015) that backup activity cannot be done at 

local level. It was also stated that the security mechanism was in place both at 

the data centre and client level. No specific reply was also given on the issue 

of non-monitoring of the performance of security mechanism and outsourced 

technical team was given. 

Backup of important documents like assessments and vakalat files needs to be 

taken in order to ensure business continuity.  

2.4.19 Training and change management 

Training policy and implementation of the same is critical to inculcate 

awareness among users of IT infrastructure when new systems are introduced 

to ensure smooth transition. It is observed that CTD has no training policy. 

Audit also observed that user manuals have not been provided to local offices.

RFP stipulates Change requests maintenance. However it was found that 

Change Management documentation was not available either with CTD or 
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developers. Lack of change management documentation can cause problems 

with business continuity. 

It was replied (December 2015) that steps were afoot to create a training 

facility, with adequate systems to provide periodic training for field officers 

with hands on computer training. With respect to change management, it was 

stated that documentation for changes in tax rates and relevant dates were 

available.  

The reply to change management documentation was limited to updating of 

the tax rates or master tables but was silent on process change documentation, 

which is important for business continuity.  

2.4.20 Conclusion 

Audit found that CTD was not insisting on filing of returns. The level of 

scrutiny of records was inadequate as was evidenced by non-levy of 

penalty/interest on non-filing of returns and belated payments. The selection 

of dealers for audit remains mostly discretionary. The checks prescribed were 

not completed and the documentation was inadequate in assessment files. 

Integration of various modules in and with VATIS was still incomplete. There 

was no assurance regarding integrity of data as there are problems associated 

with data migration as well as logical access controls. Filing of returns had not 

yet fully been made available online and a lot of critical data was still being 

maintained at local offices which have no backup.  

2.4.21 Recommendations 

• Built in provisions for automatic scrutiny of returns when they are filed 

and generation of penalty/demand notices in cases of non-filing and 

belated payments be introduced. 

• Audit file tracking system may be integrated with VATIS so that the 

progress can be monitored. The checklist for the checks prescribed 

may also be integrated. 

• Data in VATIS needs to be purged of inconsistencies and module 

integration taken up in a time-bound manner. 
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Audit observations 

During scrutiny of records of the Offices of the Commercial Taxes 

Department relating to assessment and revenue collection towards VAT and 

CST, Audit observed several cases of non-observance of provisions of 

Acts/Rules, resulting in non/short levy of tax/penalty and other cases as 

mentioned in the succeeding paragraphs in this Chapter. These cases are 

illustrative and are based on a test check carried out by Audit. Such omissions 

are pointed out in audit every year, but not only do the irregularities persist; 

these remain undetected till an audit is conducted again. There is a need for 

improvement of internal controls so that repetitions of such omissions can be 

avoided or detected and rectified. 

2.5 Short levy of tax due to incorrect determination of taxable 

turnover 

2.5.1 As per Section 21(3) of AP VAT Act, 2005 (VAT Act) read with Rule 

25(5) of AP VAT Rules 2005 (VAT Rules), if the Assessing Authority (AA) 

is not satisfied with a return filed by the VAT dealer or return appears to be 

incorrect or incomplete, he shall assess the tax payable to the best of his 

judgement on Form VAT 305 within four years of due date of the return or 

within four years of the date of filing the return whichever is earlier. 

As per Section 21(4) of the VAT Act, the authority prescribed may, based on 

any information available or on any other basis, conduct a detailed scrutiny of 

the accounts of any VAT dealer and where any assessment, as a result of such 

scrutiny, becomes necessary, such assessment shall be made within a period 

of four years from the end of the period for which assessment is to be made. 

Rule 25(10) of the VAT Rules requires all the VAT dealers to furnish for 

every financial year to the prescribed authority, the statements of 

manufacturing/trading, Profit and Loss (P&L) accounts, balance sheet and 

annual report duly certified by Chartered Accountant on or before 31 

December subsequent to the financial year to which the statements relate.  As 

per para 5.12 (a) of the VAT audit Manual 2012, audit officer has to reconcile 

the figures given by the dealer on VAT returns with certified annual accounts. 

During the test check of VAT/CST records of 11 offices
48

, Audit noticed 

(between January 2014 and March 2015) in nine cases, where assessments 

were finalised between October 2011 and March 2014 for the period 2005-06 

to 2012-13 that the sales turnover determined by the AAs were less than the 

turnover reported in trading, P&L accounts by assessees. This had resulted in 

under-declaration of tax of ��45.74 lakh. In two other cases, purchase turnover 

assessed in VAT 305/declared in VAT monthly returns were more than the 

purchase turnover reported in P&L accounts.  Consequently there was excess 

claim of ITC of ��15.90 lakh��
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 DC(CT) Vijayawada-I, CTOs- Adoni-I, Ananthapur-I, Kadapa-I, Krishnalanka, Kurnool, 

Markapur, Piduguralla, Sattenapally, Tadipatri and Tirupathi-I. 
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After Audit pointed out the cases, AAs
49

 stated (between June and December 

2014) in three cases, that VAT audit files were submitted to Deputy 

Commissioner (DC) (CT) for revision. In two cases AAs
50

 stated (between 

June and October 2015) that notices were issued to the dealers. CTO 

Sattenapalli, in one case, replied that VAT audit of the dealer was authorised 

and detailed report would be submitted after completion of audit. In another 

case, CTO Krishnalanka replied (June 2014) that assessee filed P&L account 

separately for each year and income of the year 2007-08 was wrongly 

represented in the P&L Account of the year 2008-09. The reply is not 

acceptable because any correction carried out should have been certified by 

the Chartered Accountant who had certified the accounts earlier. DC(CT) 

Vijayawada stated (January 2015) in one case  that the dealer had erroneously 

mentioned local purchases as CST purchases in his annual accounts for the 

year 2010-11, therefore ITC allowed on these purchases was correct. The 

reply is not tenable as annual accounts were prepared from basic records, and 

there was no evidence of incorrect classification of purchases. In remaining 

three cases, AAs
51

 stated (between November 2014 and March 2015) that 

matter would be examined. 

2.5.2 During the test check of records of CTO Anakapalli, Audit noticed 

(between October and November 2014) in one case, for the period from  

2008-09 to 2011-12, that assessee effected sale of goods such as molasses, 

bagasse, boiler ash, manure, scrap, filter mud and sugar
52

 taxable at  

four per cent. Audit observed that while finalizing the assessments, AA 

compared the taxable turnover reported by dealer with those of books of 

accounts and pointed out under-declaration of tax on sale of manure only, AA 

did not consider the overall difference between total tax declared by the dealer 

and actual tax payable on the total taxable turnover as per books of accounts. 

This resulted in under-declaration of tax and resultant short levy of tax of  

� 60.16 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the case, AA stated (September 2015) that assessment 

file was submitted to DC(CT), Visakhapatnam for revision. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between November 2014 and July 

2015) and to the Government (between August and September 2015). Their 

replies have not been received (January 2016).  

2.6 VAT on works contracts 

2.6.1 Payment of VAT under non-composition 

Under Section 4(7) (a) of VAT Act, tax on works contract is payable on the 

value of goods incorporated in the work at the rates applicable to such goods. 

To determine the value of goods incorporated, deductions prescribed under 

Rule 17(1) (e) of VAT Rules, are to be allowed from the total consideration 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
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 CTOs- Adoni-I, Kurnool-I 
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received or receivable and the balance turnover is taxable at the same rates at 

which the purchase of goods were made and in the same proportion.  

2.6.1.1 Short realisation of tax due to incorrect determination of taxable 

turnover 

During the test check of VAT audit files of CTO Steel Plant, Audit noticed 

(January and December 2014) that in eight cases in the period from 2008-09 

to 2012-13, AAs incorrectly determined taxable turnover as  

��10.75 crore instead of ��20.26 crore on account of allowing inadmissible 

deductions such as audit fee, bank charges, entertainment charges, printing 

and stationery, telephone expenses, interest paid to bank etc. from gross 

turnovers. This resulted in short levy of tax of ��68.54 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, AA stated (September 2015) in four cases 

that revision orders were issued and demand raised. In two cases, it was stated 

(July 2015) that show cause notices were issued to dealers. In remaining two 

cases AA replied (December 2014) that action would be initiated after 

verification of assessment records. 

2.6.1.2 Under-declaration of tax by works contractors who did not 

maintain detailed accounts  

As per Rule 31(1) of VAT Rules, every dealer executing works contract shall 

keep separate accounts for each contract specifying the details of the works 

being executed. As per Rule 17(1)(g) of VAT Rules, where the dealer did not 

maintain detailed accounts to determine the correct value of the goods at the 

time of incorporation, he shall pay tax at 14.5 per cent
53

 on the total 

consideration received or receivable subject to standard deductions specified. 

During test check of VAT audit files of two circles
54

 for the period between 

2007-08 and 2012-13, Audit noticed (July and August 2014) that in two out of 

three cases, works contractors had neither opted for composition nor 

maintained detailed accounts. AA levied tax at only four per cent on total 

consideration instead of levying tax at 14.5 per cent on total consideration 

(after allowing permissible deductions) under Rule 17(1)(g). In another case 

where the dealer was engaged in printing works, assessment was finalised by 

levy of tax at four per cent treating the transaction as ‘sale’, instead of treating 

it as ‘works contract’ and levying tax under Rule 17(1)(g). Incorrect 

application of rules resulted in short levy of tax of � 37.20 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO, Madanapalle (June 2015) stated that 

audit files were submitted to DC(CT) for revision. In remaining two cases 

CTO, Tirupathi-I stated (August 2014) that action would be taken after 

verification of books of accounts. 

���������������������������������������� �������������������
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2.6.2 Short levy of tax on works contract under composition 

Under Section 4(7)(b) of VAT Act, every dealer executing works contract 

may, in lieu of making payment of tax under Section 4(7)(a), opt to pay tax by 

way of composition at the rate of five per cent
55

 on the total amount received 

or receivable by him towards execution of the works contract. In such case, no 

deductions except payments made to sub-contractors are to be allowed to 

these dealers. 

During the test check of VAT audit files, Audit noticed (between July 2014 

and March 2015) in four circles
56

 that in three out of four cases AAs adopted 

incorrect turnover for the period from 2008-09 to 2012-13. In one case, 

though the dealer neither had declared correct tax on the turnover reported nor 

furnished TDS certificates to the extent declared, AA did not levy differential 

tax. This resulted in short levy of tax of ��12.23 lakh.

After Audit pointed out the cases, the AAs stated in two cases
57

 (May and 

June 2015) that assessment files were submitted to DC (CT) for taking up 

revision; two CTOs
58

 stated (between September 2014 and February 2015) in 

remaining two cases that the matter would be examined and report submitted 

in due course. 

2.6.3 Short levy of tax due to incorrect exemption 

As per Section 4(7)(h) of VAT Act, a contractor is not liable to pay tax on the 

turnover relating to payments made to sub-contractor subject to the production 

of proof that the sub-contractor is a registered VAT dealer and the amount 

paid is included in the returns filed by the sub-contractor.   

During the test check of VAT records of CTO Tirupathi-II, for the year 2011-

12 Audit noticed (August 2014) that in one case, the AA allowed exemption 

on a turnover of  ��11.92 crore based on the dealer’s claim of it being payment 

made to a sub-contractor. Scrutiny of assessment order of the sub-contractor 

revealed that turnover of ��1.38 crore only was assessed. Hence, there was 

under-assessment of turnover of � 10.54 crore which resulted in short levy of 

tax of ��52.69 lakh at the rate of five per cent. 

After Audit pointed out the case, the AA stated (May 2015) that the 

assessment file was submitted to DC(CT), Chittoor and final rectification 

report would be submitted.  

The matter was referred to the Department (between August 2014 and June 

2015) and to the Government (September 2015). Their replies have not been 

received (January 2016).  
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 Four per cent  before14 September 2011. 
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 CTOs- Dharmavaram, Gandhi Chowk, Madanapalle, Narasaraopet. 
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 CTOs- Dharmavaram, Madanapalle.  
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2.7 Levy of Penalties 

2.7.1 Under Section 51(1) of VAT Act, where a dealer who fails to pay tax 

due on the basis of the return submitted by him by the last day of the month in 

which it is due, he shall be liable to pay tax along with penalty of 10 per cent

of the amount of tax due. 

During the test check of VAT records for the period from May 2010 to March 

2014 in nine circles
59

 Audit noticed (between September 2014 and March 

2015) in 26 cases that the dealers paid tax of ��4.30 crore due on the monthly 

returns submitted by them after the last day of the month in which it was due. 

The AAs did not levy penalty at 10 per cent of the amount of tax due on 

belated payment of tax. This resulted in non-levy of penalty of ��42.98 lakh.

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO, Srikakulam intimated (October 2015) 

that demand was raised and an amount of � 0.55 lakh realised. Six CTOs
60

stated (between March and September 2015) in 19 cases that notices were 

issued. In remaining six cases, two CTOs
61

stated (between November 2014 

and February 2015), that the matter would be examined. 

2.7.2 Under Section 53(3) of the VAT Act, if any dealer has under-declared 

tax and where it is established that fraud or willful neglect has been 

committed, he shall be liable to pay penalty equal to the tax under-declared. 

During the test check of the VAT audit files for the period 2010-11 to 2012-13 

of DC(CT), Ananthapur and CTO Kakinada, Audit noticed (June and July 

2014) in two cases that dealers under-declared tax of ��37.11 lakh willfully. 

The AAs either did not levy or short levied penalty to the extent of  

��27.83 lakh in violation of the provisions under Section 53(3) of the VAT 

Act.  

After Audit pointed out the cases, the AAs stated (June and July 2014) that the 

matter would be examined. 

2.7.3 As per Section 53(1) of VAT Act, where any dealer has under-

declared tax, and it has not been established that fraud or willful neglect has 

been committed and where under-declared tax is (i) less than 10 per cent of 

the tax, penalty shall be imposed at 10 per cent of such under-declared tax; (ii) 

more than 10 per cent of the tax due, penalty shall be imposed at 25 per cent

of such under-declared tax. 

During the test check of the VAT audit files relating to the period from  

2007-08 to 2012-13 of DC (CT), Kadapa and five circles
62

Audit noticed 

(between January 2014 and February 2015) that out of the seven cases, where 

dealers had under-declared tax/claimed excess ITC of � 1.52 crore for reasons 

other than fraud or willful neglect, no penalty was levied in three cases and in 
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 CTOs- Ananthapur-II, Gudivada, Kadapa-I, Kurnool-II, Markapur, Nellore-I, Sattenapally, 

Srikakulam, Tuni. 
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 CTOs-Ananthapur-II, Gudivada, Kadapa-I, Kurnool-II, Nellore-I, Tuni. 
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 CTOs- Markapur, Sattenapally. 
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 CTOs- Dwarakanagar, Gajuwaka, Kadapa-I, Nandigama, Tanuku-II. 
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remaining four cases, penalty was levied at 10 per cent, instead of at  

25 per cent. This resulted in non/short levy of penalty of ��27.66 lakh.  

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO, Gajuwaka replied (August 2015) that 

the original assessing authorities had been requested to issue penalty orders. 

Two AAs
63

 stated (December 2014 and April 2015) in two cases that penalty 

at the rate of 10 per cent of tax due was levied, as there was no fraud or 

willful neglect. The reply is not acceptable in view of the provisions under 

Section 53(1)(ii) which clearly state that 25 per cent penalty was to be levied 

where under-declared tax was more than 10 per cent of the tax due for the 

reasons other than fraud or willful neglect. In remaining three cases, the AAs
64

stated (between January 2014 and February 2015) that the matter would be 

examined. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between November 2014 and July 

2015) and to Government (August and September 2015). Their replies have 

not been received (January 2016). 

2.8 Sales Tax incentives 

According to “Target 2000 sales tax incentive scheme” promulgated by 

Government in 1996, sales tax incentives such as tax deferment and tax 

exemption were sanctioned to certain industrial units for the products 

manufactured by them to the extent of incentive limit as mentioned in the 

Final Eligibility Certificate (FEC). As per Rule 67(2) of VAT Rules, the units 

already availing tax deferment prior to commencement of the VAT Act, shall 

continue to avail the benefit upto the period as mentioned in their FECs. 

2.8.1 Non-recovery of deferred sales tax 

As per Rule 67(5) of VAT Rules, the repayment of deferred tax shall 

commence after the completion of the deferment period. 

During the test check of deferment records of three circles
65

 Audit noticed 

(between September 2011 and December 2014) that in nine cases, the dealers 

availed tax deferment of ��50.70 lakh for the period from 1997-98 to 2008-09. 

Though the deferment period, as per the FEC, was completed in 2008-09, the 

units did not start repayment of deferred sales tax till audit. This resulted in 

non-recovery of deferred sales tax of ��50.70 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO Vuyyuru stated (October 2015) in two 

cases that notices were issued to dealers. Two CTOs
66

 in seven cases stated 

(between September 2011 and December 2014) that action would be initiated 

to collect the outstanding amount. 
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2.8.2 Incorrect adjustment of deferment 

As per the “Target 2000 sales tax incentive scheme” tax incentives were to be 

regulated in accordance with the terms and conditions mentioned in the FEC 

issued by the Department of Industries. The FEC contained the eligible 

amount of tax, products to be manufactured and sold, term of deferment etc. 

During the test check of records of CST assessments of one dealer in CTO 

Tanuku-II, Audit noticed (December 2014) that the dealer was sanctioned 

sales tax deferment for an amount of � 4.96 crore for the period from 1998 to 

2012 on the product “Straw board”. Scrutiny of assessments for the years 

2008-11 revealed that tax of � 45.91 lakh payable on other commodities (kraft 

board) was incorrectly adjusted against deferment for VAT and CST. This 

resulted in undue benefit of deferment availed by the dealer and consequent 

loss of interest to exchequer. 

After Audit pointed out the case, the AA contended (November 2015) that this 

name of principal product was mentioned in the FEC issued (February 1999) 

by Industries Department whereas in the incentive application (September 

1998) to District Industries Centre (DIC) as well as in the agreements with 

DIC and DC (CT) (June 2000) products were clearly mentioned as Straw 

Board, Grey Boards, Kraft Boards and Mill Boards. The reply is not tenable as 

the codes in Harmonised System of Nomenclature (HSN) for straw board 

(48070010) and kraft board (48102900) are different. It was also mentioned in 

CTO’s reply that the dealers have applied for modification of their product to 

add kraft board in November 2015 for industrial approval which makes it 

evident that the kraft board was not entitled for tax deferment.  

2.8.3  Non-levy of interest on belated payment of deferred sales tax 

As per the provisions of Section 69 of the VAT Act, all sales tax exemption 

cases sanctioned prior to the enactment of VAT Act were converted as sales 

tax deferment by doubling the period left over without change in monetary 

limit of the amount sanctioned.  Further, as per the Government orders
67

, 

repayment of deferred sales tax was to commence after the end of the period 

of deferment. In case of non-remittance of deferred tax on the due dates, 

interest at the rate of 21.5 per cent per annum was to be charged as per the 

guidelines of the sales tax deferment scheme. 

During the test check of the deferment records of DC (CT), Vizianagaram 

Audit noticed (December 2014) that in two cases, though the dealers paid the 

deferred tax amounting to �� 54.19 lakh with delays ranging from 87 to  

276 days, no interest was levied. This resulted in non-levy of interest of  

��5.94 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, demand had been raised in one case and 

partial amount of ��0.61 lakh was recovered in another case. 
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The matter was referred to the Department (between October 2014 and July 

2015) and to the Government (August and September 2015). Their replies 

have not been received (January 2016). 

2.9 Interstate sales and Export sales 

2.9.1 Short levy of tax on interstate sales 

According to Section 8(2) of the Central Sales Tax Act 1956 (CST Act) read 

with Rule 12 of the CST (Registration & Turnover) Rules 1957 (CST Rules), 

every dealer, who in the course of interstate trade or commerce sells goods to 

a registered dealer located in another State, shall be liable to pay tax under the 

CST Act at the rate of two per cent (with effect from 1 June 2008), provided 

the sale is supported by a declaration in form ‘C’, otherwise tax shall be 

calculated at the rate applicable to goods within the State. 

The commodities viz. automobile parts, cement and clinker, granites, 

insulators, isolators, and timber, fall under Schedule V to the VAT Act and are 

taxable at the rate of 14.5 per cent
68

. The commodities viz. cashew nuts, 

cotton, gunnies and sponge iron fall under Schedule IV to the VAT Act and 

are to be taxed at five per cent
69

. 

During the test check of assessment files of 11 cases of DC (CT) Kurnool and 

seven circles
70

 Audit noticed (between June 2014 and March 2015) that in 

seven
71

 cases, AAs, while finalising the CST assessments between July 2011 

and March 2014 for the years 2008-09 to 2010-11 levied tax at lesser rates on 

interstate sales of goods which were not covered by ‘C’ forms. In four
72

 cases, 

for the years 2008-09 and 2009-10, the AAs underassessed the interstate sale 

turnover of cashew nuts, cement, cotton, gunnies. This resulted in short levy 

of tax of � 74.94 lakh on turnover of � 28.50 crore. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, four AAs
73

 stated (September and  

October 2015) in seven cases, that show-cause notices were issued to the 

dealers; CTO, Patnam Bazar replied (November 2015) that assessment file 

was submitted to DC(CT) for revision. In two cases CTOs
74

 stated (June and 

November 2014) that, the matter would be examined. Response in respect of 

one case of CTO, Seetharampuram has not been received (January 2016). 

2.9.2 Incorrect grant of concessional rate of tax due to acceptance of 

invalid declaration forms 

According to Section 8(4) of the CST Act read with Rule 12(1) of CST Rules, 

every dealer shall file a single declaration in form ‘C’ covering all transactions 
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 12.5 per cent upto 14 January 2010. 
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 Four per cent before 14 September 2011. 
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 CTOs- Adoni-I, Anakapalli, Ananthapur-II, Patnam Bazar, Piduguralla, Seetharamapuram, 
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 DC(CT)- Kurnool, CTOs- Adoni-I, Ananthapur-II, Piduguralla, Seetharamapuram. 
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of sale, which take place in a quarter of  the  financial year between the same 

two dealers to claim concessional rate of tax as per Section 8(1) of the CST 

Act. Otherwise, tax shall be calculated at the rates applicable to all goods 

inside the State.  

During the test check of the CST assessments of DC (CT), Kakinada and four 

circles
75

Audit noticed (between February 2014 and November 2014) that the 

AAs while finalising the assessments in March 2013 and March 2014 for the 

years 2009-10 and 2010-11, in five cases incorrectly allowed concessional 

rate of tax on the sale turnover in respect of ‘natural gas, petroleum oils, dry 

chillies, cotton yarn, adhesives and electrical goods’ amounting to  

�� 15.34 crore supported by invalid ‘C’ forms i.e. local ‘C’ forms, forms 

covering transactions of more than a quarter, duplicate copies of the ‘C’ forms 

etc. This resulted in short levy of tax of � 45.79 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, AAs stated (between February and 

November 2014) that the matter would be examined and report submitted in 

due course. 

2.9.3 Non-levy of tax on export sales not covered by documentary 

evidence 

As per Section 5(1) and 5(3) of CST Act, export of goods and goods sold for 

export are not liable to tax.  Further, under Section 5(4) of the CST Act read 

with Rule 12(10) of the CST Rules, the dealer exporting the goods shall 

furnish documentary evidence such as bill of lading, purchase order, ‘H’ form 

duly filled in and signed by the exporter in support of the transaction, failing 

which the transaction is required to be treated as interstate sale not covered by 

‘C’ form and tax levied at the rates applicable to the goods inside the State 

under the provisions of Section 8(2) of the CST Act. 

The commodities granite blocks and slabs fall under Schedule V to the VAT 

Act and are liable to tax at the rate of 12.5 per cent
76

.  

During the test check of the CST assessment files in four circles
77

 Audit 

noticed (between July 2014 and March 2015), that out of the five cases, where 

the assessments were completed between January 2012 and March 2014 for 

the period from 2007-08 to 2009-10, in one case CTO, Markapur incorrectly 

allowed exemption on export sales which were not supported by proper 

documentary evidence. In three cases
78

, the shipping bills/bills of lading 

prepared were prior to the date on which the sale was actually effected by the 

assessee to the exporter. In another case CTO, Gudivada allowed exemption 

on export sales not covered by purchase orders. The incorrect exemption of 

turnover of �� 2.15 crore in these cases resulted in non-levy of tax of  

��24.10 lakh. 
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 CTOs- Aryapuram, Nandigama, Nidadavolu, Suryabagh.
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 14.5 per cent with effect from 15 January 2010. 
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After Audit pointed out, two AAs
79

stated (June and July 2015) that in three 

cases assessment files were submitted to DC(CT) for revision. In remaining

two cases, CTOs
80

 stated (between December 2014 and February 2015) that 

the matter would be examined. 

2.9.4 Incorrect exemption on interstate sales made to SEZ without 

proper documentary evidence 

Under Sections 5(1), 5(3) and 5(4) of the CST Act, export of goods and goods 

sold for exports are exempted from payment of tax on production of 

documentary evidence such as purchase order from the foreign buyer, bill of 

lading, ‘H’ form obtained from the exporter. 

As per Section 8(8) of the CST Act read with Rule 12(11) of CST Rules, any 

interstate sale of goods made to units located in a Special Economic Zone 

(SEZ) shall be supported by a declaration in ‘I’ form  In case, the dealer fails 

to furnish the prescribed statutory forms, the transactions are required to be 

treated as interstate sales not covered by ‘C’ forms and in such case tax is to 

be levied at the rate applicable to such goods in the respective State in terms 

of Section 8(2) of the CST Act. 

During the test check of CST assessment file and other records of CTO 

Vizianagaram (West) Audit noticed (September and October 2014) in one 

case that during the year 2010-11 the AA did not levy tax on interstate SEZ 

sales of �� 2.39 crore and export sales of � 85.19 lakh not supported by 

essential documentary evidence like declaration in ‘I’ form, purchase order 

from the foreign buyer, bill of lading and ‘H’ form from the exporter.  This 

resulted in short levy of tax of ��14.07 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the case, AA stated (September 2014) that the unit 

was 100 per cent export oriented unit (EOU) and the dealer erroneously 

reported SEZ sales as transit sales. The reply is not tenable as the sales made 

to SEZ were not supported by ‘I’ form and no documentary evidence was 

furnished in support of sales made for export. 

2.9.5 Non-levy of penalty for misuse of declaration form on interstate 

purchases 

As per Section 8(3)(b) of  the CST Act, the goods purchased on issue of ‘C’ 

form shall be as specified in the Registration Certificate of the purchaser and 

the purchases so made shall be for the purpose of (i) resale; (ii) use in the 

manufacture or processing of goods for sale; (iii) use in mining (iv) use in the 

generation or distribution of electricity or any other form of power or (v) use 

in the packing of goods for sale /resale. 

“Electronics and electrical goods” are taxable at the rate of 12.5 per cent and 

“cotton fabrics” are taxable at four per cent
81

. As per Section 10A of CST Act, 
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penalty not exceeding 1.5 times of the tax due has to be levied if the dealer 

violates the provisions of Section 8(3)(b). 

During the test check (December 2014 and January 2015) of CST records for 

the period from July 2008 to March 2012 of CTO Bhimavaram, Audit noticed 

that in one case the dealer made interstate purchase of consumer electronics, 

electrical goods, cotton fabrics by using ‘C’ forms, though these commodities 

were not specified in the Registration Certificate. Thus, the assessee misused 

‘C’ forms by violating the conditions laid down under section 8(3)(b) of the 

CST Act and was liable to pay penalty of ��6.04 lakh on the purchase turnover 

of ��33.93 lakh. The AA failed to check and did not impose the penalty. 

After Audit pointed out the case, the AA stated (September 2015) that notice

was issued levying penalty under Section 10 A of CST Act. 

2.9.6 Non- levy of tax due to incorrect exemption on high sea sales 

Under Section 5(2) of the CST Act, all sales in the course of import (high sea 

sales) are exempt from tax. A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to 

have taken place in the course of the import of goods into the territory of India 

if the sale either occasions such import or is effected by transfer of documents 

of title to the goods before the goods have crossed the customs frontiers of 

India.  

To claim exemption on high sea sales, documents such as high sea sale 

agreement, copy of import bill, bill of lading, airway bill, bill of entry in the 

name of the purchaser and proof of payment of customs duty are required to 

be furnished.  In the absence of documentary evidence, such transactions shall 

have to be treated as interstate sales not covered by ‘C’ form and tax levied at 

the VAT rates applicable to the goods within the State. ‘Bauxite’ falls under 

Schedule IV of VAT Act and is to be taxed at the rate of five per cent. 

During the test check of CST assessment files of CTO Suryabagh, Audit 

noticed (June 2014) that, the AA while finalising the assessment in 2013-14, 

in one case for the year 2011-12, incorrectly allowed exemption on high sea 

sales turnover of �� 1.02 crore in respect of bauxite though not covered by 

prescribed documentary evidence. The incorrect exemption resulted in non-

levy of tax of ��5.13 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the case, the AA stated (June 2014) that the matter 

would be examined and report submitted in due course. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between October 2014 and July 

2015) and to the Government (August/September 2015). Their replies have 

not been received (January 2016). 

2.10   Under-declaration of tax due to adoption of incorrect rate of 

tax 

Under Section 4(1) of the Act, tax on sales is to be levied at the rates 

prescribed in Schedule I to IV and VI to the VAT Act. Commodities not 
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specified in any of these schedules fall under Schedule V and tax is to be 

levied at the rate of 14.5 per cent
82

. As per Section 4(9)(c), every dealer 

whose annual total turnover is ��1.5 crore and above shall pay tax at the rate 

of 14.5 per cent
83

 on the taxable turnover representing sale or supply of food 

or any other article for human consumption or drink served in restaurants, 

sweet-stalls, clubs or any other eating houses or anywhere whether indoor or 

outdoor by caterers. Works contractors who opt to pay tax under composition 

are liable to pay tax at the rate of five per cent
84

.

According to Section 20(3)(a) of the Act, every monthly return submitted by a 

dealer shall be subjected to scrutiny to verify the correctness of calculation, 

application of correct rate of tax, ITC claimed therein and full payment of tax 

payable for such tax period. 

Commodities viz., aluminium channel, fabrication material, herbal extracts of 

garcinial powder, PSCC poles, reconditioning of failed electric transformers 

are not specified in any of the Schedules to the VAT Act and therefore fall 

under Schedule V and are to be taxed at 14.5 per cent. 

During the test check of VAT records of 10 circles
85

 for the period from  

2006-07 to 2013-14 Audit noticed (between April 2013 and March 2015) that 

two dealers of Tuni circle registered as works contractors incorrectly declared 

tax at the rate of four per cent instead of at five per cent ;10 dealers
86

 running 

hotels / sweet shops etc, did not declare tax at the rate of 14.5 per cent on the 

total food sales though their annual turnover exceeded � 1.5 crore. In five 

cases
87

, the dealers dealing in reconditioning of electric transformers, 

fabrication material, herbal extracts of garcinial powder, PSCC poles and 

aluminium channels, declared tax at rates lesser than 14.5 per cent. This 

resulted in under-declaration of VAT of �� 64.64 lakh on a turnover of  

��9.57 crore in all 17 cases. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO Kurnool stated (October 2015) in 

respect of five cases that an amount of ��1.20 lakh had been recovered in two 

cases. Three CTOs
88

 have stated (between April 2013 and June 2015) in five 

cases that rectificatory action had been initiated. Six AAs
89

 stated (between 

December 2013 and March 2015) in seven cases that the matter would be 

examined and detailed report submitted. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between September 2013 and 

May 2014) and to the Government (September 2015). Their replies have not 

been received (January 2016).  
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2.11 Non-levy of tax on transfer of right to use goods 

As per Section 4(8) of VAT Act, every VAT dealer who leases out or licenses 

others to use taxable goods, whether or not for a specified period, for cash or 

consideration in the course of his business, shall pay tax on such consideration 

at the rates as are applicable to the goods involved. 

The commodities viz. automobiles, lorry, trucks and crushers, which have not 

been listed in  Schedules I, II, III, IV and VI to VAT Act, are to be classified 

under Schedule V of VAT Act and are to taxed at 12.5 per cent
90

. The 

commodity machinery falls under Schedule IV to the VAT Act and is taxable 

at five per cent
91

. 

During the test check of records of four circles
92

 Audit noticed (between 

August 2011 and October 2014) in six cases that the AAs while finalising the 

assessments for the years 2007-08 to 2011-12, did not levy tax on a turnover 

of ��5.10 crore pertaining to hire charges/lease rentals received on machinery, 

automobiles, crushers and trucks. This resulted in non-levy of VAT of �

��68.74 lakh.  

After Audit pointed out the cases, the CTO Nidadavole stated (May 2015) that 

in three cases assessment files were submitted to DC(CT) for revision. In 

three cases, AAs
93

 stated (between August 2011 and October 2014) that the 

matter would be examined and reply submitted in due course. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between April 2012 and February 

2015) and to the Government (August and September 2015). Their replies 

have not been received (January 2016). 

2.12 Input Tax Credit (ITC) 

Under Section 13(1) of the VAT Act, ITC shall be allowed to the VAT dealer 

for the tax charged in respect of all purchases of taxable goods, made by that 

dealer during the tax period, if such goods are for use in his business.  

2.12.1 Under-declaration of tax due to incorrect claim of ITC 

As per Section 13(4) of the VAT Act read with Rule 20(2) (h), (q) and (r) of 

VAT Rules, a VAT dealer is not entitled for ITC on purchase of coal or 

cement used in construction or maintenance of any building and other fuels 

used in manufacture or processing units, unless the dealer is in business of 

dealing in these goods. CCT clarified
94

 that usage of Liquified Petroleum Gas 

(LPG) in hotels shall be treated as manufacturing activity. As per Section 

13(5)(d) no ITC shall be allowed in case of exempt sales.  
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 14.5 per cent with effect from 15 January 2010. 
91

 Four per cent before 14 September 2011. 
92

 CTOs- Amalapuram, Machilipatnam, Nidadavole, Steel plant.  
93

 CTOs- Amalapuram, Machilipatnam, Steel Plant.  
94

 Advance Ruling -A.R.Com/79/2012, dated 21 February 2013. 
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As per Section 13(7) of the VAT Act, ITC allowable to works contract 

dealers, who opt to pay tax under Section 4(7)(a), on the value of goods 

incorporated in works shall be limited to 75 per cent
95

 of the related input tax. 

During test check of VAT records of DC(CT) Vizianagaram and three 

circles
96

 Audit noticed (between February 2013 and March 2015), that four 

dealers incorrectly claimed ITC for the period from 2009-2010 to 2012-2013, 

on purchase of coal and LPG used in manufacturing activity, cement used in 

manufacture of RCC sleepers, and items used in housekeeping services though 

these dealers were not dealing in these goods. In three other cases relating to 

works contractors, the AAs
97

 while determining the tax for 2010-11 to  

2012-13, did not restrict the ITC to 90 per cent/75 per cent on the purchase 

value of goods incorporated in works. This resulted in incorrect allowance of 

ITC of � 28.92 lakh in all the seven cases. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, DC(CT) Vizianagaram replied  

(October 2015) in one case that assessment was revised and effectual orders 

were issued. In three other cases AAs stated
98

 (between July 2013 and July 

2015) that assessment files were submitted to DC(CT) for revision. In two 

cases, AAs
99

 stated (April and October 2015) that show cause notices were 

issued to the dealers. Reply in respect of one case of CTO Tirupathi-II has not 

been received (January 2016). 

2.12.2 Excess claim of ITC 

According to Section 13(5) of the VAT Act, no ITC shall be allowed on sale 

of exempted goods (except in the course of export), exempt sales and transfer 

of exempted goods outside the State otherwise than by way of sale (exempt 

transactions) and to the works contractors who opt to pay tax under 

composition. As per Section 13(6) of the VAT Act, ITC for exempt 

transactions shall be allowed for the amount of tax in excess of five per cent 

(four per cent up to 13 September 2011).   

As per sub rules (7), (8) and (9) of Rule 20 of VAT Rules, a VAT dealer 

making taxable sales, exempted sales and exempt transactions of taxable 

goods shall restrict his ITC as per the formula prescribed i.e. A*B/C, where A 

is the input tax for common inputs for each tax rate, B is the taxable turnover 

and C is the total turnover. 

Under Section 20(3) of the VAT Act, every return shall be subject to scrutiny 

to verify the correctness of calculation, application of correct rate of tax and 

ITC claimed and full payment of tax payable for tax period. If any mistake is 

detected as a result of such scrutiny made, the authority prescribed shall issue 

a notice of demand in the prescribed form for any short payment of tax or for 

recovery of any excess ITC claimed.   
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 90 per cent before 15 September 2011. 
96

 CTOs- Adoni-I, Aryapuram, Tirupathi-II. 
97

 CTOs- Gajuwaka, Kurnool-I.  
98

 CTOs- Aryapuram, Gajuwaka. 
99

 CTOs- Adoni-I & Kurnool-I. 
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Audit noticed (between June 2012 and February 2015) in DC(CT), Kakinada 

and four circles
100

 that in three
101

 out of six cases for the years 2008-09 to 

2013-14, VAT dealers claimed ITC without reporting any taxable sales other 

than branch transfers in VAT 200 returns. They did not restrict ITC claims as 

per the provisions of Section 13(6) of the VAT Act. In three other cases the 

AAs
102

, while finalising the VAT assessments between January 2013 and 

January 2014 for the assessment years 2009-10 to 2012-13 did not restrict the 

ITC as per the prescribed formula though the transactions included taxable 

sales, exempt sales as well as exempt transactions. This resulted in excess 

allowance of ITC of ��15.02 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO Steel plant stated (December 2014) in 

one case that action would be initiated. CTO, Hindupur replied (November 

2015) that revised assessment orders were issued and demand raised in two 

cases. In remaining cases, the AAs
103

 stated (between August and December 

2014) that the matter would be examined and report submitted to Audit in due 

course. 

2.12.3 Short levy of tax due to non-restriction of ITC 

As per Advance Ruling
104

 the amount received on account of claims of 

insurance, are not liable to VAT but the ITC claimed on the goods damaged is 

also not admissible.  

Fertilisers, pesticides, drugs and medicines are classified under Schedule IV of 

the VAT Act and are taxable at four per cent (five per cent with effect from  

14 September 2011). 

During test check of VAT records of three circles
105

 for the period from  

2006-07 to 2010-11, Audit noticed (between January and March 2015) that the 

AAs
106

 in two cases incorrectly allowed ITC on purchase returns. In two other 

cases of CTO Nandigama, insurance claim received by the assessee during the 

years 2008-09 and 2010-11 towards loss of stock, machinery and value of 

stock damaged in floods was deducted from the taxable turnover. However, 

the ITC claimed on the value of stock and machinery damaged in fire and 

floods was not disallowed. This resulted in non-restriction of ITC to the extent 

of ��5.41 lakh in all the four cases. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, CTO Adoni-I stated (October 2015) that 

show cause notice was issued to the dealer. In case of CTO Nandigama, it was 

replied (February 2015) that ITC would be restricted. In remaining two cases 

AAs
107

 stated (January and February 2015) that the matter would be examined 

and report submitted in due course. 
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 CTOs- Gandhi Chowk, Hindupur, Ongole-II, Steel Plant.  
101

 DC(CT)- Kakinada, CTO- Hindupur. 
102

 CTOs- Gandhi Chowk, Ongole-II, Steel Plant. 
103

 DC(CT) Kakinada, CTOs- Gandhi Chowk, Ongole-II. 
104

 A.R.Com/81/2009, dated.15 April 2010. 
105

 CTOs- Adoni-I, Guntakal, Nandigama. 
106

 CTOs- Adoni-I, Guntakal. 
107

 CTOs- Guntakal, Nandigama. 
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The matter was referred to the Department (between December 2012 and  

July 2015) and to the Government (November 2015). Their replies have not 

been received (January 2016). 

2.13 Non-levy of interest 

According to Section 22(2) of VAT Act, if any dealer fails to pay the tax due 

on the basis of return submitted by him under the Act, within the time 

prescribed or specified thereunder, he shall pay, in addition to the amount of 

such tax or penalty or any other amount, interest calculated at the rate of one 

per cent
108

 per month for the period of delay from such prescribed or specified 

date for its payment.   

During the test check of the VAT records of DC(CT) Kadapa and seven 

circles
109

 Audit  noticed (between September 2014 and March 2015)  for the 

period from 2007-08 to 2013-14, that in 12 cases, the dealers paid tax after the 

due dates with the delay ranging between two and 619 days. However, AAs 

did not levy interest on belated payment of tax. This resulted in non-levy of 

interest of ��26.88 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, three AAs
110

 in three cases stated (between 

March and May 2015), that demands were raised levying interest and further 

report would be submitted on realisation of the demand. In one case, CTO 

Nellore-I stated (March 2015) that notice was issued to the dealer. In the 

remaining eight cases, the AAs
111

 stated (between October 2014 and March 

2015) that the matter would be examined and report submitted in due course. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between February and July 2015) 

and to the Government (September 2015). Their replies have not been 

received (January 2016). 

2.14 Short payment of tax due to non-conversion of TOT dealers 

as VAT dealers 

As per Section 17(3) of the VAT Act, every dealer whose taxable turnover 

exceeds ��50 lakh in the 12 preceding months shall be liable to be registered 

as a VAT dealer
112

. 

According to Section 17(5)(g) of  VAT Act, every dealer executing works 

contract exceeding ��7.5 lakh (with effect from 20 April 2012) or any dealer 

who opts to pay tax by way of composition on works contract shall be 

registered as VAT dealer. 
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 1.25 per cent with effect from 15 September 2011. 
109

 CTOs- Ananthapur-II, Gudivada, Kadapa-I, Markapur, Nellore-I, Ongole-I, Parchur. 
110

 CTOs- Ananthapur-II, Gudivada, Ongole-I. 
111

 DC(CT) Kadapa, CTOs- Kadapa-I, Markapur, Parchur. 
112

 Prior to 1 May 2009 any dealer whose turnover exceeds either � 10 lakh in the preceding 

three months or ��40 lakh in the preceding 12 months shall be liable to be registered as a 

VAT dealer. 
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As per Rule 6(1)(d) of VAT Rules, VAT registration should take effect from 

the first day of the month in which the dealer becomes liable for VAT 

registration. As per STAT orders
113

 Printing & Binding of books and 

magazines is to be treated as ‘works contract’. 

During the test check of Turnover Tax (TOT) records of four circles
114

 Audit 

noticed (January and February 2014) in three out of six cases, that during the 

year 2012-13, the dealers engaged in printing works were not registered as 

VAT dealers in terms of Section 17(5)(g). In three other cases, during the 

period 2011-12 to 2013-14, though the dealers crossed the threshold limit of  

� 50 lakh, the AAs did not convert these dealers as VAT dealers. The total 

turnover that exceeded the threshold limits in six cases amounted to  

��165.42 lakh on which VAT of ��17.01 lakh was to be levied had they been 

registered as VAT dealers. These TOT dealers had neither applied for VAT 

registration nor were registered by AAs. This resulted in short realisation of 

revenue of ��14.84 lakh.

After Audit pointed out, AAs
115

 stated (July and October 2015) that show 

cause notices were issued to dealers in four cases. In remaining cases AAs
116

stated (between January 2014 and January 2015) that the matter would be 

examined and report submitted in due course. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between October 2014 and July 

2015) and to the Government (September 2015). Their replies have not been 

received (January 2016). 

2.15 Non-levy/non-declaration of purchase tax 

Under Section 4(4) of the VAT Act, purchase tax is to be levied on purchase 

of taxable goods made without paying tax (purchase from unregistered dealers 

or if the selling dealer is not liable to pay tax) if the goods are used as inputs 

either for exempt products or for goods which are disposed of by any means 

other than by sale. Purchase tax is to be levied proportionately if the originally 

purchased goods are used as common inputs for products which separately 

necessitate and do not necessitate levy of purchase tax.  

During the test check of VAT records of six circles
117

 Audit noticed (between 

May and December 2014) in nine cases including eight audited cases for the 

period from 2008-09 to 2012-13, that the dealers purchased taxable goods 

such as paddy, black gram, red gram from unregistered dealers and effected 

exempt sales of husk derived from the paddy and gram and also exempt 

transactions of rice bran oil extracted from paddy to other States. These 

purchase transactions attracted levy of purchase tax. However, neither had the 

dealers paid the tax nor was the same levied by the AOs in the VAT audited 
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 Kalajyothi Process Ltd. Vs The State of Andhra Pradesh (STAT) (2006) 43 APSTJ 141. 
114

 CTOs- Gajuwaka, Jagannaikpur, Kakinada and Ongole-I. 
115

 CTOs- Gajuwaka and Kakinada. 
116

 CTOs- Jagannaikpur and Ongole-I. 
117

 CTOs- Aryapuram, Chinawaltair, Gandhi Chowk (Tenali), Gudivada, Tanuku-II, 

Tirupathi-II. 
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cases. This resulted in non-levy/under-declaration of purchase tax of  

��13.72 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out, in three cases, CTOs
118

 stated (between December 

2014 and November 2015) that assessment files were submitted to DC(CT) for 

revision.  CTOs Aryapuram and Tanuku-II in two cases contended (February 

and June 2015) that purchase tax on byproducts is not to be levied as per the 

Advance Ruling
119

 and High Court Judgement
120

. The reply is not tenable as 

the advance ruling and judgement are related to raw cotton and the commodity 

referred to by Audit was husk derived from paddy. In the remaining four cases 

CTOs
121

 stated (between June and December 2014) that the matter would be 

examined. 

The matter was referred to the Department (June 2015) and to the Government  

(September 2015). Their replies have not been received (January 2016). 

2.16 Non-levy of tax on handling charges 

As per Section 2(29)(c)(ii) of the VAT Act, sale price includes, any other sum 

charged by the dealer for anything done in respect of goods sold at the time of, 

or before the delivery of the goods.   

As per Section 2(h) of CST Act, “sale price” means the amount payable to a 

dealer as consideration for the sale of any goods, less any sum allowed as cash 

discount but inclusive of any sum charged for anything done by the dealer in 

respect of the goods other than the cost of freight or delivery or the cost of 

installation in cases where such cost is separately charged. 

During the test check of VAT/CST assessment files of two circles 
122

 Audit 

noticed (between February and May 2013) in two cases that the dealers 

received an amount of ��95.68 lakh towards handling charges which was not 

assessed to tax by AAs while finalising the assessments under VAT and CST 

Acts between February and March 2012. This resulted in non-levy of tax of  

��11.96 lakh. 

After Audit pointed out the cases, the CTO Dwarakanagar stated (July 2013) 

in one case that Assessment file was submitted to DC(CT), Visakhapatnam for 

revision. In remaining case, CTO Nellore-II stated (May 2013) that the matter 

would be examined. 

The matter was referred to the Department (between June and July 2013) and 

to Government (September 2015). Their replies have not been received 

(January 2016). 
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 CTOs- Chinawaltair, Gudivada and Tirupathi-II. 
119

 Advance Ruling No.PMT/P&L/A.R.Com/172/2006, dated 12 March 2007. 
120

 High Court of A.P W.P. No.17972 of 2014, dated 04 March 2015. 
121

 CTOs- Aryapuram, Gandhichowk, and Tanuku-II. 
122

 CTOs- Dwarakanagar, Nellore-II. 
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2.17 Short levy of tax due to underassessment of interstate 

purchases 

Sale of “PVC Pipes, fittings” etc., fall under Schedule IV to the VAT Act and 

are taxable at the rate of four per cent upto 13 September 2011 and at  

five per cent thereafter. 

Cross verification of VAT assessment order (August 2011) in one case of 

CTO Ongole-I, with ‘C’ form issue report revealed (January 2015) that the 

dealer under-declared interstate purchases for the years 2009-10, 2010-11 and 

2011-12 (upto June 2011). As a result, corresponding sales turnover of  

��1.35 crore was not assessed to the extent of excess purchases made by the 

assessee resulting in short levy of tax of �� 5.38 lakh at the rate of  

four per cent. 

After Audit pointed out the case, the AA stated (January 2015) that the matter 

would be examined and a detailed reply furnished in due course. 

The matter was referred to the Department (May 2015) and to the Government 

(September 2015). Their replies have not been received (January 2016). 

2.18 Short Levy of tax due to incorrect exemption on turnover 

relating to credit notes issued for discounts 

According to Rule 16(3)(f) of APVAT Rules, whenever any credit note is to 

be issued for discounts or sales incentives by any VAT dealer to another VAT 

dealer after issuing tax invoice, the selling VAT dealer shall pass a credit note 

without disturbing the tax component on the price in the original tax invoice, 

so as to retain the quantum of ITC already claimed by the buying VAT dealer 

as well as not to disturb the tax already paid by the selling VAT dealers. 

According to Section 8(2) of the CST Act read with Rule 12 of the CST 

(R&T) Rules, every dealer, who in the course of interstate trade or commerce 

sells goods to a registered dealer located in another State, shall be liable to pay 

tax at the rate of two per cent with effect from 1 June 2008, provided the sale 

is supported by a declaration in ‘C’ form. Otherwise, tax shall be levied at the 

rate applicable to all goods inside the State. 

‘Polystyrene’ is classified under Schedule IV of VAT Act and is to be taxed at  

four per cent. 

During the test check of assessment files of DC(CT), Visakhapatnam Audit 

noticed (December 2013) that the AA while finalising the CST assessments 

for the year 2009-10 in February 2013 allowed exemption for �� 1.34 crore 

towards discounts allowed to the dealer after raising the invoices. However, as 

per the above provisions, discounts allowed subsequent to issue of invoice are 

not eligible for exemption. This resulted in short levy of tax of � 5.37 lakh at 

the rate of four per cent. 

After Audit pointed out the case, the AA stated that the assessment was done 

under the provisions of CST Act and the tax component was not disturbed. 
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The reply is not tenable as the provisions of VAT Act are applicable to CST 

also and discounts allowed after raising invoices do not qualify for exemption. 

The matter was referred to the Department (June 2015) and to Government 

(August 2015). Their replies have not been received (January 2016). 
�


